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. • ~DRC IN 1991: ·THE DIFFERENCE A.YEAR MA.KES . . · 

·. · ... A simple, inexpe-~sive test. to identny.HIV~con., .. 
t8minated pl()Od; a P.Ortable warer .. quality .· teStirig ldt for .. 
rural areas; high-yielding; disease-resistant vegetable, 
varieties; bettet building materials. from. fodustriiil WaStes.' 

. These ·ar~ a few recent seientific and technological• 
breakthrou.ghs achieved in. developing countries with 

. financial. assistance frcim Canada's Internationai . 
. pe~lopment.Resear.ch Centre {IDRC). They.represent· 
.. a few e~ples of Canadian aicJ ·contributions that: sig- · 

. · nificantly i.mpioved the lives -0fmillions of disadvantaged .. 

., . . . . . 

. niegaeities; i.n rural 'itreas, population growth places un-
.. sµstainable btirdens on ·the environment. . 

· The severity of the· South's problems has led lhe UN 
.· •. ·to' call.this year for a. renewe~.focus on human priorities; · . 

an elllphasis on health, educatfon;. food, water, and 
employment opportlinity, ttreas on which' IDRC has ai- .· 
ways cori~ntrated. : · · . . . . . . . . .. 

IDRCataJurning Point· 
This. year, IDRC. ~:undergone a major internal· . people. · . , · 

· · · · · . re8tructuiing, the result of: ail i8-inonth consilltation and . 
During _1991, !DRC supi)orted 356 new scientific and . · · · - .. . .· . . · . . . - . · . . . review process. Ip an effortt6 meet-the demands ofa new 

.. technical research. projects.. More than 4,700 project!! devefopment conte;ic.t, the Centre will contitlue to supi>ort. 
have n()W been suppoi;ie<l since the Centre's creation 20 scientific research designed. to yield results that benefit 
years a~o. . . ordiOary people liviflg in poverty. Growmg social needs.· · . 

. As thi Ce·n~e· s 199<h-9 l annual report points ~ilt, jts . .. in. de~eloping countries, political charige in the pO~t-Cold 
par!_iartientary ~t.of $114j million·w~ slightly below . War era, global ecoriomic interdependence, and the 
the level received in 1988...:89 two' years·earlier;'Iri the dwindling md.:budgets of donor countries are forcmg 
current fiscil y~; 1991-92; IDRC.'s grant is $l 15 milliori, . IDRC to conceritrate on .Pi:iodty areas, streamline its 
ail increase pf 0;8%.' iDRC's budget representS Jess than . . . . operation,. and focus its direction. . . 

. 4% th.e overall ·Official ·Development . Assistance {ODA). . The c_· ontinuing ·effort to alle. viating··· ·global po. verty. · 
allocation. · · · · 

. Wil~ require an unpteced~nted partnership between 

. Progress.~.Btit a L .. ong Wayt~ G.o 1:forth ~d. South. ID.RC has been. forging that kind of · 
. · partnership· by . stimulating th~ generation and exchange . 

. According to the United Nations :be~elopnieilt · .of knowledge~ both for problem-solving and for \vell- . 
Programme's 1991.)luman: Development Seport, being ..• · · · · · · . 
"D~veloping countries have achieved in 30. years .what it . · · · · · 

. took. industrialized· countries nearly a t.entury to ac- . .There is no doubt that Canada benefits along ~ith its:·. 
c~mplish." Iri the. past three· ci~c'ades, for exainpl~. child .Sou them partners from ' the know ledge generated; from 
mortality: rates. have been hai'ved and average life expec-. . goodwill eai-n:ed. from liitks .forged .betwe~n Scientists. 
tanCY haS increased by 16 y~; aduJtliteracy by 40%, and . · .. Research for development is an· invesun~nt in· om shared ·. 

per capi~ nutritioi;ial levels by .more than 20%: , · · · : fotuie; ~= 

. . ..These are no grounds. for c~mplacency •. however... .· .. The .following pages pre8ent'exainples of the·.i>a8t 
· •. More.than one biµion ix:ople still live in absolute poverty, year's ll.Chieve1nents toward solving th~ key. global· 

some 180 million child.ren. suffer from seridus malnutri-. . . prqbl~ms of. reftigees,' iiealti!. food j>roduction; . disast~r . 
tion; one and ll half billion pecipl~ are deprived of primary ·... r~pc>nse, and enviro~menrat protection. ' . . 

.. health Care, and a billion adults. can neither read o~ write. . 
Moreover: -r~lentless population gro.~h exacerbates 

. . massive rural~to~urbah migr~ation. and reiulting . 

: . . 

: ·~ 
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THE REFUGEE DILEMMA 

_ _ The Unit_ed Nations High Commission for Refugees refugees have better integra~d intO Zaml>ian sriciety, are 
-estimates that there are 18 million refugees in the worid · - weU. accepted by host communities, and intend _to remain. 
and 22 million internally displaced people .. The majority Refugees. in govern~ent schemes, on the other h~d. have 
are ~omen and children, and some· 95% of _them are in · 'riot adapted to their country of asylum and are not wel.: . · 

-deveJoping. countries. Their numbers swell almost daily as. · -come by the host population. The researchers point out 
a result of natural disasters, wars and civil strlfe, and that international ccmyentioris as well as national Zaffi.: 

_ environmental degradation. An increasing ·number -are · · bµffi·Iegislation deny refugees freedom of movement or 
.also fleeing the greatest scourge of all - poverty. ~idence. This, they say; should_' be ch~ged to ~nable 

refugees to settle where they pref€?r and, eventually, fu · 
Africa . · apply for ·Citizenship. · 

Africa is home to more than half the world;~ refugees. 
They are concentrated in . the horn of Africa· and in the 

· countries bordering the Republic _of South A(rlca, soine 

. ' 

A Tanzanian study of the situatiofr of Burundi· 
. refugees has reached similar conclusions ... 

. of the poorest countries of the world~ The plight of"·the . Asia _ 
-displaced ·people and_· the bwden they pose oil . countries -
of asylum have led to outpourings of aid. Unfortunately, /:_On -_the other side of.the globe: Thailand is currently . 
many of the national and 'international efforts to provide .. faced with the daunting task of formulating a new' policy 

· - · · -to cope with refugees who h_ave' flooded into the countnt assistance-to refugees have proceeded without the benefit ' WJ 

since_ 1945. With more th~ 10o.ooo. Indochinese refugees . 'of basic data to guide policy forinulation or program 
. . in ~e countnt: the. Thai -government· is walking a line. _ implementation. · WJ 

between . humanitarianism_· arid -pragmatic concern for na- -
In appreciation of _this problem, f01: the pas't five years tional sectmty; To· date, Th8iJ.and haS staunchly refused 

IDRC ·has sought; to sensitize researcher8, policymakers; to grant' refugees permanent residence, allowing only -a 
and· iristitutions to the: many research needs· in this field. temporar}r stay while awaiting third-country settlement or 

_. It has done so not only by· building awareness of th~ issues, _ repat:rlation. But both processes take years during whic~ 
but by supporting studies on- the conditions: of reftigees, . . the Thai government shoulders the political, econpmiC, 
thereby ensuring that the issues are well. phiced on the ., • and s~ial . burden, . 
agenda of African researchers_ and. p()licymakers. · 
IDROs approach is different in.that it use8 Canadian aid Voluntary repatriation is a possibility for.the 14,000 -
to find durable resettlement and .reintegration alterna~ or so Vietname8e asylum seekers and a number of 
ti\.es as identified by the- refugees themselves. These - . Laoiians ·and Cambodians. And actording to the 
realistic, Iong~term settlement :solutions help_ empower · .B-angkok-bRsecl Public Affarrs Insiitute~ which has been · 

. carrying out IDRC-funded- policy research to aid the Th~ some_ of the world's ·most dispo_ ssessed.. - - - . -
_government _in its ·i:efugee strategy, the priority for those 

The challenge bf ho~: to. settle refugees is one. of the - Caring for Indochinese refugees is to prepare· them io gC? 
_· _many policy issues capturing the atte~tiori of re~cher8, .· pack That will be not easy~ Many refugees are loathe to .· 
f~nding agenCies, and policymakers. TWP settlement- leave the caD1PS· because they -are niote comfortable than 

-strategies bave evolved: self-settlement and. government theii'. former homes. Moreover, younger pe0ple insist on 
settlement In Zam6fu, for . example, about a third .of . . resettlement in Western countries. Thar'given, Thailand's 
refugees from neighboµring Angola are. in organized · t~fugee problem is likely io be ·Icing-histing - ciose to 
sehemes while d_1e rest have. settled "spon~eously" in_ ._ 80% of Thailand;s refugee population are in their 20s. < 

rural areas, . · 
. . . .. . 

A study launched with IDRC support in' the late . 
1980s to assess the impact and consequences ofootbtypes _· · 

: of settlementS ·h_as now determined that .self-settled 
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The Middle East··· 
. In' the Middle East, the·. problem lias . c.entred on ' 

internally displaced populations, some of whom haVe . 
been living in exile for 15 years. In the eariy 1980s, .dis~ · 

. placed .people were already: Leba~ort's greatest · 
· .. probleQ,s, but there were no SOlUtiODS because. there Was 
. . no inf0rmation:on the number.of people involved or-their. 

ethnic origins . .A s~dy latinched join1'y five Yt:ars ago by 
· . Laval UniversitY iil Quebee City and saint Joseph Univer-

sity in Bejiut hai now she<J light Qil ihe· situation. The. : 
. . reseai-chers' established that the. nuQ'lber· of people dis-

. p}aced by war ~ged betwe¢n 574,0oo and 662,000 out ~f : .. 

:'·· .. 

~-

' ~. . 
·,_ .. -

. a. iri~ population of .three millio~;Almost· half Qfthe · · 
displaced are under 20'. 

. . The ;es~archer~ a~ : i~u~d that. au. areas· or ihe .· 
. . country had. ~ri Brfected equally, not only Beirut as had . 
.. been previously. ~lieved. A new view ·Of Lebanese· lire 

emerged from .. the study. : For example, families have · . 
. . :enlarged tO include . more children and other . relativ~s; 

.· · . displaced families. have gfOUped according tO religious QT 
'. i)olitiCaI affiliation, which was.not the case previously. ajtd .. 

displacemeritii · appem . to be. permanent. · The stu~es · ~ · 
continuing.·~· target_ assistance bette~' and :help. develop·' 

.. strategie&. . . 

...... 

·; 

, .. ~ 

. . 

/· . 
.\ 
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SAFEGUARDING 'HEAL TH 

·. Two billion people~ more than one-quarter .of th€< 
world's p<'>pulation,. suffer: from tropical and endemic 
diseases. Most llve in p0or countries where g~vernments . • 
spen.d only us $4 ~i person on .health care. Many factors 

· coptribute . to deterionlting h~th conditions in develop- · 
· ing countries, including m~utritiori; lack. of safe water 
supplies and sanitation •. a shortage of health ·j)ersonnel, 
illiteracy; natllral disasters, and the proliferation of dis- · 
ease vectors, e~vironlnentai degradation, and poorly con- . 
ceived development projects.- war, migration, and other 
man-made disasters.also contribute to. the diSease toll. 

The amount of health research . carried out in the . 
South is inadequat~ to solve the problem~. Only 4% of. 
the global fi.Jnds earmarked for health research is spent 
i.n · developing countries. Despite ·this, much innovative 
research. is . t_aking place, soine of which ~s applications. . 

. forbOth North and 'soutli. 

· Some of this researc.h, funded by Canada'~ Inte~
tional Development Research Centre (IDRC), ·is ·. 
described here. · 

AIDS, A Formidable Foe . 
.. ' . ( ....... 

. According to the .UN, some 8 - 10 million adults 
around .the world ·are .infecoo.<I with HIV (human im~ . 
munodeficiency vifus) and half of them are likely to 

... develop AIDS in the next decade. It is. estimated that a 
. further. 15 million· new•. tase8 of }ITV infection ~ill· be 

added in the 1990s, more than half of them fa the develop- . 
ing world, 'particularly in east and central Africa. . 

Th~ World Health Organization (WHO) ~timates 
that between 5 and 10% of AIDS cases in deveIOping 
countries are due to · c~ntamfoated blocxf transfµsion&. ·· 
The exact. number of infected persons is unknown ·be
cause testing foi the .virus is beyond the means of most 
developing-country health resources. {The UNDP es-

. timates that the cost of diagnosis. jn some countries is 
more· than. irtaiiy individuaIS earn i~ six monihs.) 

A · breakthiough .this year addresses the problem. 
oeveiopea by the Prograffi for Appropriate Technology. 
in Health (i>ATH) ·in Seattle wiih f0nding from both 

· IDRC and the Rockefeller Foundation, the HIV dipstick 
.· sereerung. test uses a stick of polyst:Yrene th~t. haS. been . 
. sensitized with a synth~tic . comptiund th~t .. mimics the 

HIV virus. The teSt tak~s 26 minutes to pedorm and. casts · .. 
about 25. cents. It. requires no .Iaboratdcy, equipment, · 

. refri_geration, Specially train(l(i ·technician; or electricity .... 
. . . 

· · The dipstick has been field-tested: in Brazil, China, 
· India, Kenya,· Nigeria, Thailand and Uganda as. well as· 
• evaluated by the WHO Global· Program on ·AIDS. and . 
Canada's Federal Centre for AIDS. Jt· has proven. as· . 
accurate aS conventional laboratory .~ning tests.· Re• 

. · searchers are now looking at adapting the teSt to. screen . · 
· .. blood for HIV-2 and hepatitis B as well a8 ~ther diseases. · 
. IDRC is now supporting a pilot projeet 'in Brazil to ex- , , 

amine tranSfer of manufact\lring the dipstick to the Sou.th. · 

.· Althcs°ugh a major step forward. for poor countries,· 
the ·dipstick 'is only a small weaPQn in the worldwide war 
against AIDS. Until a vaccine or' a·ctire is found;.prevent
ing transmissiori. is the only. means ·of controlling the 

·disease's gpread. IDRC-supported AIDS research is now 
focusing. on. understanding . and changing the behaviours 
th8t resuit in HIV transmission. · · 

Tropical S~ourges 
, The AIDS epidemic is. only- one eause of untimely · 

deaths. In developing countries, some 10 million children 
· and young adults die each year~· Malaria and Qther tropi- · 
· cal diseases account for many of these deaths~ According 
. to WHO, major new research and control iilitiatives are 
needed to curb· a worsening situation .. Tho~ initiatives 
are being cootdfuated by the UNDP/World Bank/WHO 
Special Programme for Research and '!'.raining in Tropi
Cal ·Diseases launched iri. 1975. IDRC has supported the 
program since 1978. In addition, it has . funded other 
innovative tesearch prc;>jectS; . a . ~µmber of which have . 
'born fruit thispast year. 

· BiQChemists from. the University. of Victoria, in col~ 
laboration ~ith the Kenya . Trypanosoriiiasis · Research 
Institu~. Sc:ored a major breaklhrough iii the di11guosis of 
Ame~ sleeping sickness .. :Carried by. the tsetse fly, it · . 
infects more than 50,000 people annually and puts .. 
another 50 million people at iisk in 36 countries. The riew . 

. method detects. parasite antigens. in-. the. blo~d and 
· · · cerebrospin:al fluid: of victims, allowirig for early treat~ ·. · 
me~t of the. disease. . 
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· 600 million. "Most at risk ar~ women and chllruen. ~Iit · _.· 
:treatme.-.t involveS expensive imported drugs ~d cheriii~ 
cal molluscicides. ' ·.. ' 

·.·. 

.• Malaria is cn:ie pf the niostdebilitating.s¢ourges .of the 
developing world and. while merucatioris exist. to fight the 
disease symptoms, they are usually too expensive for .. ·· 
\Videsprea<;l use. What's more~ both the mosq~ito vector .. 
and the parasites are increasingly resj.stant·to Uie msec-". .. one tropical plant that.is indigenous ~ rii~ch of 

.. ticides· and drugs uSed again8t ihem: ·Prevention m~ures · · Africa, the· s0apberry plant' (endod), Shows great paten-· · 
81,"e, therefore, ~ntring on contrqlling the mosquito car- . ~ial asa botanical molluscidde. "'."itll IDRC support, the. ' 
:rier or on 'preventing_iis conulct with people .. · . -Il!OSl effective varieties have been identified and 

evaluated for toxicological ~ety over the past five years.· 
Peruvian researchers came a step .clo~er thi.S year to . .. They have proven safe arid the resuits·of these 'tests have · • 

·reducing the m.imbel'. of carriers. The methOd iS simple:~ . · now been aecepted inte~ationally; · · · 
inexpensive coco.-.uts are used as incubators for cultivat-
ing :vast quantiti.es of Bacillus thuringiensis (B.ti); a bac-" . Concurrently in Kenya and Zimbabwe, sbidies. set ':: 
·_teria that is deadly to mosquitoe and blackfly iarvae but· out to demonstrate that heruUi: education, sanitation and 
·harmless to· humans and livestock. Bti has been used for comniurtity partiCipatiori g>uld redu~··the diSease · fu-
decades but .was pr~vio~sly ·too. e~ensiVe for many ... cidenc'~: In experimentai vi.llageS in Keny~. the· rate of 
developing countries. -To stUdy :_community control of infection in children drop~ from. 91 to 41 %. Research· 

. : malaria, the researchers are no.W introdueing a Bti kit to is continuing in Zimbabwe to teSt the effi9acy.'of different 
villages. ' ' . ' community-based control_ str~tegies i,ncorporating the . 

. new "botimic8l molluseicide. . . r .. ' 

. A diffe~ent approach is_ being taken. ·ui _Bangia'de~h. : · .. 
and Tanzania where researchers are testing the effective- . · These projects are pait of a network: of mote than--30 

· . · 'nes's of bed nets made· from' local materials ·such as' · projects ·supj>Qrted by JDRC that ·aini to ~ontrol helniintb 
... P.~lypropylene fibre_s recycled from sackS.· Imp~egnated •.. ·.· ._(worm). infe.ctions,_particularly ill <;hildren. Tue informa-
. with inSec:ticides, tlie. 

11
ets. shield sleepers from mosquito . ··µon gathered from this decade of research ~s, convinced·· 

. bites,· thus:_proiecting them from matana:, · IDRC iha~ comm~nity-baSed, integrated, and riiulti~.: 
· · - toral appr.0aches to .th~ prevention and _control of intes~ 

' SchistOsomiasis is second orily 10mauirla ~the most.. · tina} parasitic infectiorls:are essential. to 'ens'ure sustained 
devastating tropical disease. The_ sniiil-bOrne disease cur~ success~, · · · · · · · 

. rently affects 30(). million peqple and .weatens a further 
. . ... · . . . ' 

. · .. , 

. ·. ·· .. 

. •, ·. 
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INCREASING FOOD SUPPLIES 

More than BOO millfon people go tO ~ hungry every · 
night'. O~e-third of the children in the developing world 
~ 180 million - are severely underweight, which puts 
their healthy development"and lives at risk. There may be 
absolute shortages of food in some countries, but the reai 

. ·problem for many poor families is th~t they cannot afford 

. to buy food that is available. · 

Solving the world food problem is not merely.a ques
tion of producing more. Arty available .food inust be 
nutritious, .meet consumers'. needs· and tastes, be ade

. q~tely pre8erved aiid stor~. be distributed equitably, 
and be affordable·. · . · . 

· Agriculture projects . supported, by IDRC target all 
points Of the food production and distribution chain: 

. ·Research on one co01m.odity, soybeans, mu.st:rates some 
of the ·approaches: · · ·. . · 

·.The Soybean Story 
·· Soybeari production has actually, deeli~~ iri. Asia 

over the past_20years. In Thailand, for\instance,produc~ 
tivity dropped. from 1,185 kg/ha. to 562 kg/ha despite. a 
seven-fold increase in the. acr.eage under p~oduction. 
Once caure for this declirie in the northeast of Thailand 
is the traditional broadcast-seeding technique that · 
produces .low germination rates and low yields. It is also 
:tedious, backbreaking work: MechailiZation would iin
pr~ve productiVity, but the equipment is beyund the 
means of many farmers. . 

To·. help solve· the problem, the Asian Institute of 
Technology iri Bangkok developed a low~cost ·tool that · 

· redtjces the drudgery and hfilves the planting' time ~hlle 
. ensuring uniform seeding. The jab seeder, as the tool is 

. · .. called, can also make poof land useable in some regions. .· 
Maniifacfurers were sought f~r the. seeder and. farmers 
instructed in· its u~e. The jab seeder is now being 

· manufactured.in Thailand ...:_cost, $10. It is one of a · . . ' . . - - . . . . 

number of approaches to increasing productivity -in the 
region'. · 

In Nigeria; few p00ple eat soybeans, although the 
·crop has been grown since.the beginning ~f the century. 
But protein~rich · foOds have been in increasingly. short 
supply since .the drop in the price ·or crude oil reduced the · 

. . . country's iinpott abilities. Five yeari; ago, the·lnternatfon-. 

ai Institute of Tropicai Agricuitill-e and tlie Institute of 
-. . . . ' ' ' : 

Agricultural Research and rraining, both based in · 
Ibadan, Nigeria; Set out to promote· the production and 

. utilii.ation of soybeans as an· alternative, low-cost protein 
. source~ 

. With: financial suppc>rt from IDRC, the institutions 
developed ways of.easily proce8sirig and rising 8oyt>e&ns 

. so that ·they · couid be· incorp0rated into locai . dishes; · 
ther:eby improving their nutritive value but without affect

. ing the taste or the price;. They have met with resounding 
· success. Iri the past five years, the proportion of people 
· eatiQg ·soybeans in . the ·projec_t region of Oyo Suite has 
· risen from near-zero to 54%. Jn Ibadan, 15 food 

manufacturers now produce everything from soy milk to 
nursing foods. Initially, beneficiaries of this project' wi)i 
be children, pregnant and nursing. mother~ in soybean
producing ·areas, and farmers wh.o gain. from · the riew 
market for their crop. In the long term, it should benefit 

. the entir~ Nigerian population and. other African 
·countries.suited to growing soybeans. In fact, Ghana is 
stridyirig the ·possibility. of •aurichi:lig a shnilar program. 

· Success· was aiso reported in· Latin America in. a 
project to. establish small fOod processing plants for poor . 
rural con:iniunities in Colombia's rurai areas. The. pilot · .. 

· plants produce soy milk and bakery products. from. local 
. soybearis, packaged juiees from· 1oca1 fruit; and aniinal 
feeds; The ,p~oducts ha\ie been \Vell accepted by con
sumers and the research is now under ~ay tO replica~ the . 
pilot enterprises for local: entrepreneiirs in other regions. 

· Soy. rriilk is also being test mar~eted iirthe Colombian 
Institute. for Family. Welfare's supplemenuuy food pro-

- . ·. - . ' -. , . 
gram. -

A Varied Approach 
. On other f~ :fronts; some notable rec~nt achieve~ 

. . . . 
ments were: 

• · · . The· development of a botanical piscicide to clear 
. aquaculture.ponds of predators that reduce yields: 
·Developed by a team from Chiang Mai University · 
in Thailand and .the University of British Columbia, 
the product is being patented in· both Thailand and · 
Canada ~d a Thai company is preparing io 
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· prod~ce it on· a·commercialseale. It should benefit : 
fISh _ f3nners · lirounci the wotld. -, · 

. Thebreedi~g and testing ·or improved sfurlns of 
"Vegetables ~ Taiwan. C3n:ied out by the Asian . · .... 

· ·Vegetable Research· and. Development Centre,. · .. 
·wiih IDRC s~pp01\ the: project has ·developed_· ·· 
·varieties ·or ~ungbeari resistant io cominori 
diseases .. The new varieties ha\.e yielded-20- 55%. 

· · more than traditional varieties. Superior:.lines of. ·• 
cabbag~ p~Qduced 40% m~re ·than . ~diti~nal 

.· .. ·strains. A corps ofi:esearc~ei:s ~has also bee.n .. 
trained to continue .the work. . 

"i .· 

. \ 

;., 

. / ,. 

~ .. 

· • . Canadian ~d Chinese researchers collabQrating 
• . on canola. have brea varieties resistiµlt to root rot, a 

fungal disea8e ihat .ravage8 the crop iii Western.· . . . 
: ·Canada. If the plants liw up to .their promise . 
ihrough two more years: of testing, they will be . ..· . 
registered as .a new cana~ait variefy and .be ~ade .. 
.available iofarmers.: Other collaborative research·. 
under way iri C~~da and Egypt· has ideril;ified new· 
strains of Bt (Bacmusthuringiensis) .to control .pests · 

. md has resriltedin. the developlllent of ways of . . 
• producing latge quantities. of Bt ch~ply and .c)f. 
. ,keeping them alive for longer periods'. · 

" . ··:'. 

·· .. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel.: (613) 236-6163 ext. 25M 
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT 
. ' ~ . 

Both North and. South sh~ ·the concern o;er the . 
iocrea8ing impact of environm~ntal _proble!Jls. They must 
also . share the . blame and co-operate in . tl:ie search for 
solutions. . · . . 

. IDRC's thrusts in the .enVironmental arena ha\.e 
$.tressed: · 

• the proi¢ction ~f ~ds thro(Jgh the introduction of 
appropriate farming systems and innovative' . · 

. app~oac.hes s~ch' as a:grofo;estry ·. 

• the conserv~tion Of forests. through the 
development of more efficient stoves and · · . . . ' . . .. · 

· alternative fuel sources 

the· proteetion of water .suppli~s through imp~oved ·. 
.. sanitation 'practices and teehnologies . . . 
. . . 

· • ~e reduction of industrial wastes and· the r~ycling . 
. Of materials · 

. • · and the 4evelopment of safe alternatives to 
damaging chemical pest controls, among others .. 

At th~ globiil. level, IDRC has fµnded .a~tivlties re~ ·· 
. lated. to ·the internationally financed program on the 
· Human Dirilensions of Global Change, which is involving 

de\>eloping countries in the creation . of app~opriate 
reSponses to· global warining, climate change, and other .· 
environmental problems. It is also supporting the . 
preparation of papers by Southern non~govemmental 
organizations on theirposition on a. number .of erivirbn- . 

mentalconcems that will be presented at the UN. Con
. ference on Envvonnient and Development (the Earth 
, Summit) in Brazil in June 1992. . · 

. ··. .. 

· On a regional level, orie exciting pew project is sup- · 
prirtfor·Amazonian Indians who are developing their own 
agenda qn how to manage 18. million hectares. of rain
forest returned to their legal ownership by the Colombian 

· government in 1988. A process of inquiry initiated ~ong 
. th~ JJliitoto comniqnities on traditionai methods of en
vironmentarcon~rvation may help to draft a sustainal;>le . 
forest protection regime. ·This is one of· a. network ~f · 
projects that . seek to develop sustainable means of ex- • 

. plaiting the low humid tropics: . 

.. Sohltions. niay be' at hand for wine local or regional · 
.'probl~ms. In Nepal, for. example, overcutting forests for. 
fuehvoOd in'niral area8 has led to serious soiierosion of 
.slopes. But researchers have foiind iliat it may be pos~ible ·: · 

... ·to regreen Nepal by planting fast-growing species of trees . 
that provide wood for . fuel. and construction, fodder for 

·. anin:ials, and green nian'irre. To d3te, more than 170,000 
. trees have been planted by fatlnei"s on unused farmlands . 
. and the supply of trees cannot keep up with demand. ·. . 

. . · In the Philippines, the North's appetite for colourf~l 
. aquarium -fish has .led. to .. the destruction of co~ reefs. 
. The reefs are the maripe equivalent of rainforests., pos-

sessing a we8Ith of biodiver~ity~ · · . 

Current methods. of catching .fisli involve either 
dyDa!lliting the .reefs and collecting the exposed fish or 
spraying them with cyanide to stun the fish. Both methods · 
kill large numbers of fish and damage the reefs, destroy
ing ·the delicate balance of the· ~arine ecosystem and 

. • diminishing the aIJ:eady insufficient supply.of fish to feed 
local populations. Fishermen and their familie5 alSo suf
fer from cyanide poisoning as a result of swimming in 

.· pOisoned . waters and by eating the CQDtaminaled fish. . 

. · An alternative is b¢ing devefoped in an ongoing · · 
IDRC project. It involves training fishernieil to use ·small. 

- hand held nets. instead of cyanide. and educating them in 
. reef conser'Vation. The methoo has ptoven both efficient 
and e<;:onomical _:a net costs $25 c'ompared to $500 a 
:Year. for cyanide. · · · 

. : ~ 

Reducing Wastes 
This past year saw s~ccess in a num~r of research 

. projects that m~e profitable use of industrial ~astes •. 
thus reducing pollution while generating·i~oome: employ~. 
men.t. and valuable materials~ . · 

. . 

. .in the Philippines, ~ome 1,soo industries generate 
polluting wastes t11at could potentially. be used by others. 
A means· of eJl:changing and:~ecycling the matenais is.now 
in place, thanks ,to the Philippine Environmental 

_ Management Bureau and McGillU niversity. The. system • 
is .based· on a huge. Inventory of the wa8tes generated by 
companies·~ acids; wood, paper; cloth, plastics, rubber, 
~etals, and organic wa8te. · 

For more infonnalion Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel.: (613) 236-6163 ext. 2564 
IDRC, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, KlG 3H9 ,. 
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In Cofombw, coal particles left over from the minllig Another industrial waste, the .toxic red· mud 
industry are being converted into useful activated char- produ~~ during the mining of alum~a in Jamai~a~ ~ould 
coal.· The process, developed by scientists from ·help solve the island's housing sh<?rtage. ScientiSts at the .· 
Kingston's Royal Military College, Queen's University, · University of Toronto, the. Jamaica Bau;dte Institute and 
and· the National University of Colombia, relies on a the island's aluminium prOducing companies have found 
unique, two~stage, fluidiied bed furnace. · that adding a small amount qfchemical binder to the mud 

· · · · · · · · · · . . _ causes it to hSrden into bricks without the need of high-
BiaSt furruice slag, the molten leftovers from the s~l cost kiln firing. Another' IDRC~supp0rted project is in" . 

industry, iS being macie into a low-cost alte~ative to ... vestiga~g how th.e bricks can be used in cyclone-resiStant 
exJ)ensive Portland ce~ent in Afgentina. Not only will .· . . . housing. 
tttjs ~elp manufactilrers dispose of their wa5te, but it will · 
reduce construction costs considerably, making :more af-
fordable housing avai~ble. · · 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel.: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
IDRC, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, K1G 3119 . 
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. MITIGATING DISASTERS 

Du~ing the past 20 years, natur~l .disasters h~'ve 
clailned three million J!ves and:affectt;d nearly two billion 
. people. This past year alone, worldwide losses from s~ch 
disasters reached close to-' $~0 .billion.: And theJoU keeps · 

· 'climbing. So much st> that the 1990s have been declared 
the UN· IQternational De~ade for Natural Di_sasier_ 
Reductions. 

communication between scientists, media, and the public, . 
and a' lack of coordinatio~ between public bodies. 

" - ·-By 1988, IDRC had supparted th.e launching of a 
regional . networlc of research . teams representing al~ siX 

. ·.Central American countries. The studies sought to iden
tify natural disaster high-risk zones 'in the region. Buffeted · 

· ·by reclirrent: Seismic and voiciuiic acti~ity, hurricane.s, 
· Although it may appear that littie can be done to stop intense tropical .storms, drought, and lands.lides, Central 

the 'unchained forces of riature. i.t is increasingly clear that America is one of the niost. disaster-prone areaS of the . 
human activities can significantly magilify theSe riaturai" . world. Between 19()() and 1988: fpr instance, the .Office of · 
phenomena. Deforestation of mountain slopes l~ds to u.s. Foreign DisaSterS Assistance registered 64 nattiial 
greater floods, to erosion, to clroughts. Ill-conceived dams · diSastei:s In the region: GiVen this frequency,re8earchers·. 
divert floodwaters ontO agricultUral lands and. impede : now argue that many . of. ihese events. are anything but 
their retreat. Badly located and badly built housing c0n- °llnpredj.ctable. · · · 
tributes to injiiries and deaths. As. Or; Atim Rahman of· · · · 
theBanglade~hlnstitute of Developing Studies concludes .. The researehers found that the most important factor 
from an IDRC-supJ><:irted study of riverbank e~osion in .· in identifying.the vulnerable sectors of the population was · 
Bangladesh, niost lives iost to his country's cievastatiiig ·.poverty. And although much of the ~ulation was both 

... floods mid cyclones could be ·sav~ with bette~ prepara- physieally aiid socially at risk, few policies and programs . 
. tions and timely, well-directed assistance.' · · existed· to prevent or· mitigate disasters: existing .Iegisla~ 

lion and policies were not. enforced, much housirig did not. 
.. . The human impact of natural disasters is now being .· .. , . oorriply with seismfo or other building codes, early wani- . 
. · increasingly recognized. In Octoper, a s~ial, high-level· ~ng ·systems were inadequate,Jocal governments and com-· 
international council met for 'the . first . time . lei promote munity groupings were .weak· and ineffci:tive. Moreover, · 
disaster. mitigation. . . . ihere were no g~vernment . orgaoiZations ·explicitly con-' 

· cerned with and prep~ for the _task. 'Ibis led. to con-
ID~C has followed a twO-pronged ·approach to dis~ flicts,. duplication, .. and . ineffectiveness. 

aster reduction_: assessing hazards· and· formulating ap~ Recmrimendations are now being made to reduce the rlsk 
P. ropriate respo. nses, and reducing (lamag_es ·to lives _and . d · l · ffi u· · . . · ·. an unp ement e . ec ve response measures. · 

· propertY by improvmg the· physical environment ~ by 
developing . low-cost, disasteMesistant housing, for in~ The researchers have also produced guideline 

· stance. · papers . and. proposals for Red• Cross regional action 
prograrits, for national emergency committees, and for 
the Associati<;>n for Capital Cities of Central America and · . Assessing ~isk .. .. 

. In 1985, the eruption of Sari Nevado del Ruiz in 
. Colo~bia kill~d over 22,000 peopie, left 6,ooO fatriilies 
. ._homeless, and caused more'than $212.rilillion in damages.· 

And yet, with. adequate preparations, 'mos_t of the lives 
. could have been saved. . . 

. ln 1986, a .team of researchers began to investigate 
.. the. complex factor8 that led to the disaster and extract. 
. policy lessons for mitigating simil~ disasters in fiv~ Latiri 
American· countries, They found that despite· significant 
advance warnings of_ the eruption, appropriate defensive 
action had not been taken. Largely to b}anie was a· lack of 

· the Caribbean: The CostaRicanand Honduran re~arch 
• teams are making major inputs into national policy- .· 
· making arid, in. Guatemala; IDRC is funding a ministry~ 

level workshop on how the study results can best be used. 

A inore technical approach bas"been taken. to. solving · · 
ihe landslide problem in· Rio de Janeiro where thousands .. 

· of squatters buiid shanties. on steep slopes outside the city. 
Destabil~ed . by construction, the. hilISide soils are prc:,ne 
to landslides during heavy,rains. Researchers have iden~ · 
tified the-process responsibl~ for. the landslides and have.· · 
reco01mended the instanation of drainage 'systems to· .. 

For more infonnation Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel.: (613) 236-6163 ext. 2564 
IDRC, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, KIG 3H9 
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direct water away from the slopes. They are also assisting 
researchers m the Brazilian Northeast where similar 
problems of s_fope· in~tiibility are _being encoimtered. . . 

Redudiig Losses. 
Practical_ actions can also be taken to minimize losses 

·. and reduce deaths: Most centre on ·irnprov.iltg the housing 
. ·of p0pulations ·most at Jjsk. Jn Peru, for example, much · · 

of'the population .lives in ·adobe brick houses that are 
fireproof and inexpensive. But the heavy brittle walls 
_crush their occupants when they fall; which they invariab
·1y do dliring earthquakes. In 1987, researchers from the 

Pontificia Universidad Catolica in Lima and Concordia . 
University set •out to improve both the house· design_ and 

. coristruction methods .. They ·first strengiliened the abode 
with sand ·and straw and· reinforced the walls with· 
horizontal .suppo~. rled tO vertical 'poles, linked In ~- . · 
to beams that support the roof. The ne~ techniques have 

_now bien used to build schools, community centres, anci 
. clinics. ' . . 

·A similar project in the Caribbean · is developing 
cyclone resistant, low-cost housing. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel.: (613) 236-6163 ext. 2564 
. IDRC, P.O. Box 8500, Ottawa, KlG 3H9 
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IDRC in 1993-94 

The past year has been fraught with problems: continuing war and strife in many parts of 
the globe, a faltering world economy, and the worsening of many environmental problems. 

It has aJso brought hope. Many nations of the former USSR started to rebuild their economies 
and societies, South Africa continued to break free of the shackles of apartheid, and govern
ments and individuals everywhere took concerted action to stem pollution. 

Some of the past year's accomplishments have passed almost unnoticed, but they are no less 
important for millions of people: . 

+ more productive, disease-resistant food crops were developed 

+ technologies were implemented to provide clean water 

+ uses were found for polluting industrial byproducts 

+ safe methods and products were found to prevent diseases and 

+ sustainable job creation strategies were formulated. 

These, and many more, are just a few of the results of research carried out in developing 
countries, with funding from Canada's International Development Research Centre (IDRC). 

· For IDRC, 1993/94 also marked the first full year of activities geared to meeting new challenges: 
at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UN CED) - the Earth 
Summit - in June 1992, the Canadi;m government chose IDRC to be the key Canadian 
implementing agency for Agenda 21. This global action plan is designed to help both world 
governments and nongovernmental organizations solve urgent environmental problems. 

In the months following the Earth Summit, IDRC launched an extensive consultation process 
to develop and strengthen strategic partnerships and help create the basis fora broadly based 
North-South coalition dedicated to Agenda 21. It also engaged in reflection on how best to 
structure its programs to meet the challenge. 

The IDRC that emerged in 1993 is more tightly focused. Its mission - to help developing 
countries build their scientific competence - and its commitment to development research 
remain constant. Increasingly, however, it will bring a multidisciplinary approach to the search 
for new solutions to problems of environment and development. 

The Challenge 

For IDRC, the challenge is not only to engender the knowledge needed for new solutions, 
but to put that knowledge into action. lnjune 1993, at the first anniversary of the Earth Summit,. 
the Centre's president, Dr Keith Bezanson, announced that IDRC would direct half of its annual 
budget of $115 million towards research that will help developing countries explicitly address 
the links between environment and development .. Over the next three years, funds allocated 
by IDRC will help countries in the South and elsewhere to train specialists and increase 
knowledge, adopt policies that integrate environmental concerns with economic and social 
issues, adapt environmentally sensitive technology, increase food security, understand the 
impact of environmental problems on health, and prptect ecosystems: 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 23&-6163 ext 2564 
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The Centre is no newcomer to this endeavour. Since its creation 24 years ago, it has supported 
close to 5,000 projects in 100 countries, many of them in these areas. A great number have 
borne fruit. A few are described on the following pages. 

During the past year, IDRC also welcomed the secretariat of WETY, a new global, nonprofit 
television network. The Centre is already home to international secretariats coordinating and 
directing world research efforts in the control of micronutrient deficiencies and in putting 
fisheries on a sustainable footing. 

The Centre's vast network of contacts, as well as its non-partisan, international reputation, are 
also enabling it to play key research roles in some of the world's politically sensitive areas 
including South Africa, the Middle East, the Ukrairie and Indochina. These accomplishments 
are described in further detail on the following pages. 

Hot Spots: Rebuilding Societies and Economies 

Countries emerging from years of conflict, st_rife and oppression face a daunting task. How 
best to transform instruments of war into ag~nts of reconc;iliation and reconstruction? 

How to end isolation? 

It is a problem faced by many. Lebanon, Vietnam and Uganda, for instance, have been grappling 
_with the situation for some years. Others, such as South Africa, Angola and the Occupied 
Palestinian Territories, have hardly begun to address the problem. Many others,. including 
Cambodia and Mozambique, are in the throes of reconstruction. 

For many of these countries," development must start with building a new social and political 
order. But no recipe exists for social reconstruction, and many countries lack the expertise, 
information and institutions to help forge new diTections. 

External organizations, such as IDRC, are in a unique position to provide critical assistance at 
the appropriate time. Because of its international contacts and reputation, IDRC can bring 
together the top expert5 in a country and internationally to quickly pave the way to solutions. 
IDRC can support the research and strategic planning that is vital to policy making at local, 
national and international levels and also help countries learn from each other's experiences. 

By the end of the 1993/94 fiscal year, the Centre w~s a~tively involved in helping a number of 
countries rebuild, including South Africa, Eastern Europe, the Middle East and the countries 
of Indochina. 

South Africa: Building a Post".'Apartheid Future 

Early in 1992, South Africa took its first hesitant step toward democracy. With democratic 
elections in April 1994, the first leg of the journey has been completed. At the request of the 
democratic movement, IDRC has travelled along that road With South Africans, supporting the 
efforts of-the democratic movement and facilitating the_ transition process. 

From its initial involvement in 1988, IDRC's support has been directed to those disadvantaged 
by apartheid. The Centre's early South Africa program concentrated on economic restructuring, 
urban governance, and health. 

In 1992, the importance of research and policy analysis for the future development of South 
Africa prompted IDRC to expand its program to include such areas as education, land use/land 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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reforms, restructuring the research system, and regional integration. A regional office was 
opened in Johannesburg to facilitate the work. 

Since 1992, the focus has been on "democratic development," - on research into how 
government policy will be formed, on creating and supporting the networks that are producing 
the new policies, and on helping ordinary people become involved in the shift to democracy. 
For example, IDRC helped form a coalition of South African economists and top economic 
advisors who have worked with the democratic movement to develop economic strategies and 
policies for the country. 

Today, ID RC-managed projects have contributed to the development of all the key new policies 
of the democratic movement in the areas of economic policies, industrial policy, environment, 
science and technology, education, local governance and public service. 

Here are some examples: 

+ Black education in South Africa is in crisis. But democracy brings hope that the present 
discredited system of education can become an effective, nonracial system. The task has 
been entrusted to the Centre for Education Policy Development (CEPD), established in 
January 1993 with financial assistance from IDRC and the Canadian International Develop
ment Agency ( CIDA). In its first year, CEPD has been involved in negotiations that have led 
to the release of a new education policy. 

+ Apartheid has been a major obstacle to long-term economic growth in South Africa. Even 
the manufacturing sector has declined, making the country's economy dependent on the 
export of primary commodities. With IDRC support, the Economics Trends Research 
Group, a network of economists affiliated with the Congress of South African Trade Unions, 
is developing strategies to revitalize the industrial sector while redistributing productive 
capacity and resources to the mass of the population. 

+ Under apartheid, ·even environmental concerns were suspect as environmental concerns 
were often used to justify forced removal of black South Africans from their land. In response 
to a request from the democratic movement for assistance in developing a new environ
mental policy, IDRC helped mount an international study mission .this past February. 

+ With $10-million from CIDA, IDRC is managing a project designed to assist the democratic 
movement as they prepare for their role in a new, democratically elected .system of 

. government. Directed by Canadian Al Johnson, the Public Service Policy Project includes 
training a nucleus of senior civil servants and government officials. 

Eastern Europe: Cleaner Water for the Vkraine 

Ukraine is one of the most severely polluted countries in the world due to the excessive 
use of irrigation, pesticides and herbicides in agriculture, the high degree of industrialization, 
and the Chernobyl disaster. 

The contamination of the water supply is especially serious since only a small quantiiy of water 
is available per person. Some 70% of the country's residents depend on the Dnipro River, 
Europe's third largest river, for drinking water. But the river carries nearly 20 billion cubic 
metres of untreated effluent each year. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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The Ukrainian government has requested international assistance to begin rehabilitating the 
Dnipro. In late March 1994, the Bureau of Assistance for Central and Eastern Europe in the 
Department of Foreign Affairs announced that it will make $5 million available for this purpose. 
IDRC will manage the grant, bringing together Ukrainian and Canadian institutions to work 
on this program. 

The program aims to strengthen the management capacity of the newly created Ministry of 
Environmental Protection in Ukraine through training, policy development, improved infor
mation systems, and public education. It will also include environmental audits of selected 
industrial and municipal water treatment plants and follow-up support to improve management 

. practices and test some new technologies. In doing so, it will forge Jong-term collaborative links 
between Canadian and Ukrainian public and private sector organizations. 

The Middle·East: Negotiating/or Peace 

The signing of the Peace Accord in Washington in September 1993, was a milestone in the 
search for peace in the troubled Middle East. Also important to lasting peace have been the 
results of a series of ongoing multilateral negotiations on five issues of pressing concern in the 
region: water rE;!sourc;es, environment, economic development, arms control and regional 
security, and- most sensitive of all - refugees. 

Launched in January 1992, the Middle East Multilateral Peace Negotiations are intended to 
complement the bilateral negotiations between the parties directly involved in the Arab-Israeli 

. conflict. They allow other interested countries, including Canada; to help identify problems 
and find solutions. And because they do so in a practical, technical way, divorced from political 
·concerns, they offer a unique opportunity for the adversaries in the conflict to make the personal 
contacts needed for progress in bilateral negotiations." 

A member of all five working groups, Canada chairs the Refugee Working Group whose 
mandate is to improve the lives of people displaced by the Arab-Israeli conflict. Two funds were 
created by the Canadian In temational Development Agency ( CIDA) to assist this peace process. 
The first, the Canada Fund for Dialogue and Development, promotes cooperation and builds 
confidence on key development issues. The second, the Expert and Advisory Services Fund, is 
designed to apply the unique knowledge and ability of Canadian experts and advisors to the 
search for solutions and supports the organization of seminars and workshops. IDRC manages 
this project's day-to-day operations under the general guidance of a consultative committee 
made up of representatives from IDRC, CIDA and Foreign Affairs. 

Since the Fund's inception, IDRC has played a pivotal role by providing professional and 
technical support to the Canadian delegation, as well as by coordinating the activities of 
consultants, experts and institutions. Because of its expertise in refugee issues, the Centre also 
helped formulate strategies and generate project ideas. Widely successful have been brainstorm
ing sessions set up with key academics, representing a wide spectrum of opinion. This dialogue 
not only helped formulate policy, but prompted new and constructive initiatives in support of 
the working group's activities. IDRC also provides on-site assistance to the Canadian delegation 
at several Working Group meetings held in Ottawa and abroad, and commissions studies and 
surveys. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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Indochina: Charting a Path to Sustainable · 
Economic Development 

In 1986, after 40 years of Communist rule, Vietnam launched an ambitious economic 
liberalization program. The move to a market-oriented economy has been rapid and dramatic. 
In one year, for example, Vietnam moved from being a rice importing country to a rice exporter . 

But, as central economic planning erodes, the effects are felt everywhere, especially in rural 
areas where 80% of the population lives. Education, health and social services are deteriorating 
as the central government budget shrinks. In cities, unemployment rates have reached 20-30%. 

Aware that it lacks direct experience in the market-oriented system it is attempting to create, 
the Vietnamese government has requested ~ssistance to strengthen its policy research capacity 
while sustaining its economic reforms and natural resource base. 

IDRC has been active in the country since 1990, and is supporting a dozen projects, mainly in 
agriculture and resource management, economic and scientific policy management, and 
information system support. A major thrust of these projects has been to end Vietnam's isolation. 
by developing linkages with Canadian and Asian institutions and experts. 

The Centre's valuable experience in Indochina, combined with. CIDA's greater financial 
resources, have now led to a three-year, $3.5 million program to help Vietnam and other 
countries in the Mekong River Basin establish sustainable economic development policies. It 
will include integrated resource/development studies of regions most severely affected by war, 
the strengthening of the agri-food industry, and management plans for natural reso.urces. The 
program will also help carry out reforms of Vietnam's legal system. 

The emphasis is being put on strengthening research and policy institutions in Vietnam as well 
as in Laos and Cambodia. A small office has been set up in Thailand to coordinate the project 
which will draw on the ex-pertise of many Canadian institutions. 

IDRC was also instrumental in establishing the Mekong Development Research Network which 
is encouraging scientific cooperation between the six Mekong riverine countries: China-Yun
nan, Myanmar, Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia and Thailand. In operation since September 1992, 
the network's members have just completed· a study of the current status of the river and its 
basin. The aim is to increase the scientific understanding in each of the six countries of the 

. river's resources and development constraints so that the trans-boundary ecosystems on whiCh 
the people of the region depend can be better protected and the quality of people's lives 
improved. Further studies are planned on trade, tourism and the environment. 

The network is developing trust among member countries and is leading to a sharing of 
knowledge and a willingness to work together on common problems . 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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Leveraging: Partnerships In ~esearch 

Few in the private or public sector would dispute the usefulness of making and maintaining 
contacts. But researchers have often been isolated, resulting in a fragmented approach and 

the waste of scarce resolirces. One way to remedy this situation is through the establishment 
of coordinating bodies. These provide forums for the exchange of information, present 
opportunities for training and working with others to enable interaction, and create a critical 
mass of researchers to address key problems as well as foster a wider utilization of results. 

That is the role of three secretariats housed at IDRC's Ottawa headquarters: the Micronutrients 
Initiative, the Strategy for International Fisheries Research (SIFR), and WETV, the world's first 
global access television ser\rice. 

IDRC's pivotal role in the establishment of these secretariats fits well within its role as a catalyst 
bringing together the people, the knowledge and the organizations needed to enable countries 
to make informed decisions and formulate sound policies. . 

Fish for the Future · 

For Canadians, the closure of Canada's east coast cod fishery this past year was eloquent 
proof that our fish stocks are declining. But the problem is by no means new nor unique to 
Canada.· 

World production of fish now stands at about 90 million tonnes a year, of which about 77 
million tonnes are caught in the wild. Capture fishery is at or close to the maximum biological 
limit. By the year 2000, increased population and increased incomes will boost the world's . 
yearly demand for fish by nearly 27 million tonnes. 

Meeting this demand clearly requires new approaches, significant improvements in sustainable 
ecosystem management, better. utilization of harvests, and increased production from aqua
culture. 

Unfortunately, fishery development projects have met with limited success. To understand why, 
and to find ways of improving them, donor organizations launched a study of International 
Fisheries Research in March 1989. It concluded that the level of priority and funding accorded 

. to strategic fisheries res.earch had been inadequate, but that, with appropriate support, fisheries 
could make great strides. 

The research strategy that evolved calls for international collaboration to make more efficient, 
sustainable use of living aquatic resources. Because of its expertise and impressive track record 
in the support of fishery research, IDRC was asked to host the secretariat set up to translate the 
plan into action. The choice of IDRC also recognizes Canada's role in advocating a holistic 
approach to high seas fishing and coastal zone management at the 1992 Earth Summit. 

The Strategy for International Fisheries Research (SIFR) secretariat is funded by the United 
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), the World Bank and IDRC. Its activities are directed 
by a committee composed of representatives from six major donor agencies. 

Becoming involved in this international effort means that Canada and other countries are bound 
to benefit from. research underta~en in the South because this research will lead to solutions, 
says Brian Davy, IDRC Aquatic Resol1rces Coordinator and a member of the SIFR Executive 
Committee. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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Ending Hidden Hunger 

It is called "hidden hunger" - vitamin and mineral deficiencies which take their toll on 
the health of millions of people throughout the worl_d. Th_e problem stems from the fact that 
most vitamins and all minerals cannot be synthesized by the human body and so must be 
provided in the diet. Because the amounts are generally small, micrograms or milligrams a day, 
they are called micronutrients. 

Globally, the most common deficiencies are of vitamin A, iodine and iron. · 

+ Iodine deficiency is the most common preventable cause of mental impairment in the world. 
Of the more than one billion people who live in iodine-poor environments, 225 million 
suffer from goitre and 20 million have already suffered brain damage. 

+ Lack of vitl:lmin A puts 190 million young children at risk of blindness: some 13 million 
have already suffer~d severe eye damage. 

+ Iron deficiency causes anemia in one billion people; another billion are iron-deficient. 

Eliminating iodine and vitamin A deficiencies and reducing iron deficiency anemia in women 
to one third by the year 2000, was the target set by the 1990 World Summit for Children. In 
1991, representatives from 60 countries met in Montreal to launch a global effort to achieve 
these goals, To help catalyze this complex undertaking, the Micronutrient Initiative (MI) was 
created in April 1992 by IDRC, CIDA, the World Bank, UNICEF and the United Nations 
Development Programme (UNDP). The MI is housed at IDRC. Dr Stephen Simon was 
appointed Mi's first Executive Director in April 1993. 

The MI supports activities in five areas judged critical to eliminating micronutrient malnutri
tion: developing appropriate, accessible information systems such as a "hot line" to answer 
queries from the field; enlarging the pool of technical expertise through such means as associate 
consultancies and a certification program; expanding support for national control programs; 
applying appropriate technologies such as food fortification; and providing sufficient intakes 
of vitamin A to children of 12-24 months of age through innovative delivery modalities and 
channels .. 

WETV- Voices from Around the World 

There is widespread agreement that our ~ttitudes must change if we are to survive. But it 
is difficult to change attitudes when the only views heard globally are those of the northern 
industrialized countries. 

A forum is now being established for the unheard voices of the world. A unique, alternative 
satellite broadcasting service, WEfV offers a vehicle for the expression of Southern - as well 
as Northern - ideas, issues and cultures. Launched in April 1993, it aims to foster free and 
balanced cultural expression worldwide to create a deeper understanding of the critical issues 
of sustainable development and environment. 

WETV's service will begin in 1996 with a three- to four-hour block of programs to partner 
national or regional broadcasters. Offering alternative forms of programming, from children's 
programs, drama and music, to critical examinations of world issues, it will be multilingual 
and favour the work of independent producers. 

- The need for a service like WETV has been expressed in many forums over the years, most 
recently by the southern countries themselves at an international symposium on 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 23~6163 ext 2564 
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communications and development held in Montreal in 1992. There, paruc1pants clearly 
expressed the need to make the global flow of information more democratic to permit greater 
South-North and South-South exchanges. Recognizing the power of communications, the Earth 
Summit in Rio de Janeiro also called for new and innovative uses of the mass media to bring 
about a global understanding of the critical _issue5 facing the world. WETv, which was initiated 
by IDRC ~nd an international group of private and public sector agencies, is a response to these 
demands. WETV Secretariat is directed by David Nostbakkeri. 

Environment and Develppmen(: Some Success $tories 

I n March 1993, IDRC's Board of Governors approved a program which will allow the Centre 
· to make the most effec.tive contribution to achieving the goals of Agenda 21. The program. 
is based on two convictions: 

1. That a degraded environment hinders the development of communities and countries; and 

2. That people victimized by underdevelopment are ill equipped and little motivated to preserve 
the environment. 

As the following examples show, Centre-supported projects have already met with considerable 
success. 

Building a Better Bean 

Despite the widespread use of chemical pesticides, Mexico's bean crop is being decimated 
by insect pests and diseases. The problem stems from modem methods of plant breeding that 
concentrate on breeding uniform plants containing a single gene which protects against a 
specific parasite. The plant's resistance - called vertical resistance - breaks down as soon as 
a new strain of the parasite appears. 

Using an alternative method of plant breeding that yields an entirely different kind of resisiance, 
researchers from the Colegio de Postgraduados in Chapingo, Mexico and the University of 
Guelph, Ontario are developing high-yielding beans that resist parasite and pest attacks without 
pesticides. This "horizontal resistance" is conferred by many genes that work together to protect 
the plant against most major pests and diseases. · 

The research has so far resulted in the selection of 360 new pure lines of beans, the best of 
which are being multiplied for tests in farmers' fields. Each breeding cycle will yield new pure 
lines that are superior to those of the previous cycle. And because farmers themselves Will 
choose the cultivars they prefer, genetic diversity will be preserved. 

Within 10 years, the researchers expect to have many new bean cultivars that are permanently 
resistant to all major pests and parasites. This project could also yield important methods for 
improving beans cultivated in other parts of the world, including Canada. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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An Ecological Bai1ana 

This past February, IDRC announced the breeding of the first ever banana variety that could 
replace the standard Cavendish dessert banana now eaten throughout the world. Known as 
Goldfinger, the new hybrid is the result of decades of breeding at the Honduran Foundation 
for Agricultural Research (FHIA) in La Lima, Honduras. 

Goldfinger could save the world banana export industry from collapse. In fact, the popular 
Cavendish banana is now threatened with extinction as fungal diseases such as Black Sigatoka 
decimate plantations around the world. Controlling the disease by chemical fungicides is 
prohibitively ex-pensive for all but multinational companies. And the massive applications of 
fungicides, as well as of chemical fertilizers, are taking an environmental toll. 

Resistant to Black Sigatoka and to other diseases, Goldfinger doesn't require pesticides. It grows 
well in cooler temperatures and on marginal soils. In addition to being delicious ripe as a dessert 
banana, it is also great green, as a cooking banana. Green bananas are, like potatoes for us, a 
staple food throughout Asia, Africa and Latin America. What's more, Goldfinger does not tum 
brown when cut, making it ideal for fruit salads or purees. 

While Goldfinger may save the banana export industry, the main beneficiaries will be millions 
of small growers and consumers throughout the world for whom the new banana promises a 
reliable food source. IDRC contributed almost $1.3 million to FHIA over the past decades for 
banana and plantain improvement. 

Battling Malaria 

The most deadly of all tropical diseases, malaria kills more than one million people each 
year, most of them children. Some 2.2 billion people are at risk in 95 countries. And malaria is 
on the rise due to the proliferation of drug-resistant strains of the parasite and changes in 
environmental conditions. 

According to the World Health Organization; prevention is key to controlling the spread of the 
disease. IDRC has supported a number of projects enabling communities to better control the 
spread of the disease: 

In Benin, West Africa, McGill University's Centre for Tropical Diseases is experimenting with 
local production of insecticide-impregnated bednets from screening produced by a small 
Quebec company. 

The process is simple. Once or twice. a year, the screening which protects people from being 
bitten while sleeping during the night when the mosquitoes are active, is dipped in insecticide 
and dried. This makes the bednets lethal to mosquitoes that come into contact with the nets, 
and repels others nearby. The synthetic pyrethroid insecticides used are safe for humans and 
animals. 

Other IDRC projects are evaluating the bednets' effectiveness in Bangladesh, Tanzania and . 
Sri Lanka. 

In Brazil, the government agency responsible for malaria surveillance an·d control has developed 
a microcomputer software package that provides a quick picture of the disease's incidence by 
city or region. Knowing if the disease is on the increase, where, and by how much, allows 
authorities to be on alert for an epidemic and take action. Developed with IDRC funding, the 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 23&-6163 ext 2564 
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SIG-MAU.RIA geographic information system is now also being tested in Sri Lanka and 
expansion into Africa is being explored. 

The World~ First Fish Gene Bank 

Overfishing, pollution, and habitat loss to dams and industry have led to the disappearance 
of many species of fish worldwide .. This leads to lower catches and a loss of genetic material 
for fish farms and hatcheries. 

Following the Earth Summit, the first International Fisheries Gene Bank was created in British 
Columbia to solve the problem. The techniques that make the bankpossible were developed 
by MTL Biotech Ltd of Victoria, B.C. The equipment consists of portable freezing and storage 
containers that allow workers to go ~mt to remote locations to freeze fish sperm on site, and 
then i:ransport it to permanent gene banks. Banked sperm has many advantages: it is easier to 
transport than live fish, avoids disease transmission problems, and can be.used at any time. 

In a project supported by IDRC, the technology is being transferred to the Shuswap Nation 
Tribal Council in Kamloops, British Cofombia, which is collecting genetic material from four 
species of wild salmonids in the Deadman and Barriere Rivers. MTL is also training technicians 
in Colombia and Venezuela to collect and freeze sperm. 

Gene banking is an ideal tool for sustainable development because banking genetic diversity 
from threatened stock today provides a broad genetic base for fisheries development in the 
future. 

In January, 1994, the International Fisheries Gene Bank joined forces with the Vancouver 
Aquarium in a partnership that will make Canada a ~orld leader in aquatic conservation. 

Protecting the Rainforest 

A management plan developed by a multidisciplinary team of researchers from the 
Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico (UNAM) and Carleton University in Ottawa could 
preserve Mexico's last remaining rainforest. The northernmost tropical forest in the Americas, 
the Sierra de los Tuxtlas, has a wide variety of soils and climates, 3,000 plant species and more 
than 1,000 animal species. Many are unique. Some are also endangered. 

Cattle ranching, commercial coffee production, logging, fires and colonization have. reduced 
the forest by 80% to a mere 30,000 hectares. In the process, the Sierra's 50,000 inhabitants, 
mainly indigenous peoples, have been displaced and local food self-sufficiency has been 
disrupted. The land has also been degraded and water supplies depleted. 

To ensure the forest's survival, the team of ant_hropologists, socfologist, biologists and geogra
phers have proposed activitie.5 such as green man_uring agriculture and the marketing of organic 
rainforest products from the forest core as well as alternative, sustainable agriculture on the 
forest's edge. 

Supported by IDRC, the project is unique in ·that the local populations helped define the 
strategies for the management and use of the preserve. The strategy could become a model for 
solving similar problems in the rest of Mexico. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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Clean Drinking Water - For North and South 

When the community of Split Lake in northern Manitoba needed to find a solution to its 
water quality testing problems, it turned to simple technologies· perfected in developing 
countries with IDRC funding and the assistance of the National Water Research Institute, part 
of Environment Canada. The tests can be used in the field, without sophisticated laboratories. 
They proved reliable and easy to use by village technicians trained in the course of the project. 

A further phase is now underway, this time in Chile where preliminary studies have shown that 
existing drinking water sources are ·contaminated by harmful bacteria. With the help of the 
state water facility and a nongovernmental o.rganization, the Split Lake technicians are now 
training Mapuche counterparts to run a water testing program. 

Bountiful Fog 

In May 1992, the Chilean Minister of Agriculture turned on a water tap in the coastal village 
of Chungungo, bringin.g water to the parched town and ending ihe community's reliance on 
water trucks. The water that flowed was the result of more than seven years of work by Chilean 
and Canadian researchers who had learned how to draw water from the coastal mountain fog. 

The technology that made this possible is quite simple: large polypropylene nets are stretched 
across the mountain slopes to catch the fog and trap its life-giving moisture. The fog beads up 
on mesh fibres and runs into collection troughs that lead into a 100,000 litre tank. A pipeline 
carries the water down the mountain to the chlorination tank connected to the houses' 
distribution pipeline. The village now has 75 nets producing 11,000 litres of fresh water a day, 
making it the )argest fog-water catchme~t system in the world: 

Environment Canada developed the equipment and participated in the IDRC-funded project 
which has attracted the attention of many arid regions of the world. In 1993, the project was 
expanded to Peru. According to researchers, 47 locatiori.s covering every continent could tum 
local fog into reliable sources of clean water. · 

Using Census Data 

An inexpensive software package developed in Chile is helping developing countries 
extract information from national census figures for analysis, planning and decision-making at 
the levels oftowns, cities, villages, or even city blocks. Designed and implemented by the United 
Nations Latin American Demographic Centre ( CELADE) and the University of Waterloo for 
IBM-compatible PCs, REDATAM ~trieval of DATa for small Areas by Microcomputer) 
provides a simple means of storing and accessing large amounts of data. 

Funded by IDRC, REDATAM is now being used in more than 30 Latin American and Caribbean 
countries and is being reviewed in Africa, Asia and Canada. The University of Waterloo is also· 
·testing REDATAM-based software for planning and implementing social and economic devel
opment projects. These include, for example, an assessment in St Lucia of the effect of tourism 
development on local environment and population with special regard to small-island devel
oping countries. 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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Aquaculture-. Preparingfor the Blue Revolution 

A ·"blue revolution" - a genetic revolution in aquaculture comparable to the Green 
Revolution in agriculture of the 1960s -is about to begin. But as was the case for its land-based 
predecessor, it is feared that the genetic diversity of aquaculture species will decline as new, 
improved breeds of fish are spread worldwide. 

That could be averted, thanks to Canadl.an leading edge genetic identification probe technology 
developed for the management of fisheries and aquaculture. With financial assistance from 
IDRC, Dalhousie and Saint Mary's Universities in Halifax are collaborating with researchers in 
China, Indonesia and Thailand to both improve and conserve the region's best fish species. 
Drawing on ten years of IDRC-funded aquaculture research in Asia, the project is unique in 
that it integrates genetics technology with economics and sociology, then applies the results at 
the village level. 

The work seeks to balance the conservation of biodiversity with the need to produce more food. 
Breeds of fish that have economic, social, cultural or genetic value for local populations will be 
maintained, not as frozen sperm in gene banks, but as live, productive stocks on farms. This 
differs from conventional approaches which presented an either/or choice: retain breeds as they 
are to conserve genetic biodiversity or replace them with new, high-yielding breeds. 

All countries with an aquaculture industry, including Canada, should benefit from the new 
management tools for decision-making developed in ~his project. 

May, 1994 

For more information Louise Behan, Media Relations Officer Tel: (613) 236-6163 ext 2564 
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IDRC: 25 Years of 
Science in Action 

Media Review 1995-96 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1970, the first Earth Day was celebrated, Apollo 13-blasted off and Norman Borlaug, 
the scientist who developed the plant varieties that launched the Green Revolution, won 
the Nobel Prize. The year also marked the founding of the International Development 
Research Centre (IDRC), an organization dedic~ted to the promotion of scientific research 
in the interests of people in the developing world. 

This was an innovative idea. Back in 1970, most development organizations provided 
short-term assistance to the Third World based on the transfer of capital and solutions 
from the West. Prevailing views on development, however, have evolved to reflect IDRC's 
original mission. Today, science and technology are seen as the keys to long-term develop
ment. Problems must be solved from.within: people in the South must find their own 
solutions through the acquisition of knowledge and the application of research. 

IDRC's philosophy of development has led to the creation of an impressive network of 
researchers, scientists and policymakers. In a quarter of a century, the Centre has sup
ported more than 5,500 projects in 100 countries. Its programs have involved some 
20,000 researchers and more than 1,000 institutions. Their work has resulted in real 
benefits for people in the South, among them, cleaner water, better nutrition and 
improved housing. 

WORLDWIDE REPUTATION 

IDRC's record has made it one of the most respected aid organizations in the world. The 
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) has said that "IDRC 
has a worldwide reputation for supporting research and assisting scientists in developing 
countries to solve development problems and for doing so in an innovative, flexible way." 

This flexibility also means that IDRC can move quickly, setting up programs in countries 
such as South Africa, Vietnam and the Ukraine that are undergoing fundamental political 
and economic transformation. The Centre's special autonomy means it can build bridges 
in countries where, for political reasons, it is not convenient for the Canadian government 
to be directly involved. Along with its traditional research programs, IDRC's productive 
work in such ."hotspots" boosts Canada's international reputation and stature. 

G:>---------------------: ____________________________ _ 
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IDRC's achievements generate other benefits for Canada. Many Centre projects are 
collaborative undertakings between scientists and institutions in Canada and the South. 
In addition to creating important links among researchers, these partnerships can produce 
tangible gains for Canada. For example, using a new Chinese methods of breeding ca no la 
and genetic material provided by China, Canadian researchers produced a disease-resistant 
hybrid that showed increases in yields of up to 15%. The new hybrid seed was introduced 
to Canadian farmers in the spring of 1995 - during the first year that canola was selling 
at a higher price on the market than wheat. 

FACING TODAY'S CHALLENGE 

IDRC's accomplishments over the last 25 years have proved that global inequities can be 
redressed through scientific research. This mandate for change is as strong at IDRC today 
as it was in 1970. What has changed, however, is the environment in which the organiza
tion works. All over the world, governments are reducing spending on foreign assistance. 
Deficit fighting in Canada has meant that $27 million in real terms has been cut from 
IDRC's parliamentary allocation since 1991. At the same time, demands for international 
assistance and cooperation are growing. 

IDRC, like other organizations in the '90s, is doing more with less. Budget cuts and pro
gram reorganization marked the Centre's anniversary year and continue to be a focus of 
activity in 1996. Operational budgets are being reduced in real terms by 19% and staff 
levels by 21 % . Programs are becoming more streamlined, focusing on fewer topics. To 
ensure the greatest application of development benefits, IDRC is seeking out new, broader 
partnerships with organizations and institutions. It is also looking to other sources for 
funding; revenue generation is now a key priority. Last year, the Centre raised $15 million 
in addition to its parliamentary grant. It is currently administering more than 50 research 
projects that are funded in whole or in part by other organizations. 

The highlights of IDRC's activities during 1995 show how the Centre is preparing itself to 
meet the challenges of the future. IDRC..is...aJeanei:-0rganization than in the past but it is 
well equipped to function effectively in the changing world of development. 

--~-~-----------------------~----------------------0 
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. SOCIETIES IN TRANSITION 

As many countries emerge from dark periods of political, social and economic turmoil, they are 
proving that the developing world can be a source of good news. South Africa is struggling to 

overcome the legacies of apartheid to build a new democracy; Cambodia is repairing the scars 
of years of war and civil strife; the Middle East appears closer to peace and regional stability; 
and Ukraine is starting to reverse the damage of environmental devastation. 

Huge challenges face these countries. To meet them, they need to marshal! all their expertise 
and resources. Canada is reinforcing these national efforts with assistance channelled through 
IDRC. 

REBUILDING SOUTH AFRICA 

A public policy initiative targeted at the local level is 
helping in the democratic transformation of South Africa 

In a message to IDRC in 1995, South African President Nelson Mandela said: 

We have benefited immensely from the IDRC's assistance. Prior to our first 
democratic elections in April, 1994, the Centre played a critical role in helping the 
ANG and the Mass Democratic Movement to prepare for negotiations and it has 
supported us generously in the process. Given its foresight and confidence in the · 
future, the IDRC was instrumental also in helping us prepare for the new phase of 
governance and transformation. Currently the Centre is working closely with our 
government in a number of key areas, assisting us in implementing the 
Reconstruction and Development Programme. 

IDRC is helping to implement South Africa's Reconstruction and Development 
Programme (RDP) by supporting small businesses and local governments. 

The RDP stresses the importance of small enterprises in job creation and in overall 
_ economic development. Under apartheid, this sector had been neglected in favour of gold 

and diamond mining and the development of a modern industrial economy controlled by 
whites. Apartheid placed other constraints on the emergence of black-owned small busi
nesses. The educational system, for example, meant that blacks did not acquire technical 
and professional skills. Most black Africans were forced to live on poverty-stricken home
lands, where there were limited business opportunities. 

South Africa, like other countries around the world, recognizes small business's economic 
potential. With a formal sector employment rate of 40%, a thriving small business sector 
is an important source of jobs. It also contributes to a greater distribution of wealth and a 
more productive and competitive economy. 

The South African Ministry of Trade and Industry asked IDRC for assistance in executing 
a national strategy to support the emergence of a vital small business sector. The result is 
a multi-million dollar project, funded by the South African government and administered 
during the start-up phase by IDRC. 

The backbone of this project is the development of a national network of Local Business 
Support Centres (LBSCs). These LBSCs will help micro-entrepreneurs and small and 

~-----------------~--------------------------------
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medium-sized businesses obtain information, advice, and training in such areas as market
ing, trade development, product and manufacturing processes, research and development, 

· quality standards, and access to financing. 

Twenty LBSCs have been formally accredited to date and a further 20 will be accredited 
by the end of this year. Eventually, a national network consisting of hundreds of LBSCs 
will be established. 

BUILDING BLOCKS OF PEACE 

The transition to self-government in the West Bank and Gaza 
redefines the role of Palestinian nongovernmental organizations 

The signing of the peace accords in 1993 between Israel and her neighbours introduced a 
ray of hope in the conflict-ridden Middle East. International donors responded by promis
ing funds to help with the transition to Palestinian self-government in West Bank and 
Gaza. The bulk of these funds were earmarked to finance infrastructural changes and tO 
help the Palestinian National Authority handle the transfer of responsibilities from the 
Israelis. Major donors largely overlooked the need for policy research to inform the 
transition process. 

Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), such as the Gaza Center.for Rights and Law 
and the Palestinian Human Rights Information Center, conducted crucial policy-oriented 
research on issues related to the Israeli occupation. Some of this research provided back
up to the Palestinian teams during the peace negotiations with Israel. 

Self-government, however, is changing the role of the NGOs. They are expected to supply 
information and expertise to an embryonic government. At the same time, they must 
maintain their financial and political independence so they can comment on and criticize 
the Palestinian National Authority. This will require a delicate balancing act. The scope of 
policy issues is also broadening to include economic and social development, governance 
and state building, democratization, human rights, and the role of women. 

Palestinian NGOs are currently not well equipped to meet these new demands. They are 
small, scattered and isolated, with limited opportunities for collaboration. They have a low 
public profile and their efforts to disseminate research results have been unorganized. 

IDRC, in partnership with the Ford Foundation, has stepped in to help this situation. A 
Centre project established in 1995 is bringing together Palestinian NGOs in a network 
that will enable them to do more research and to improve their ability to bring policy 
options to the attention of the public. A network will enable them to make an important 
contribution to the peaceful attainment of self-government. 

STARTING FROM SCRATCH 

Helping Cambodia develop an environmental policy starts with the basics 

Twenty years of brutal destruction and isolation in Cambodia had the effect of a scorched 
earth policy - very little was left standing. Educated Cambodians were murdered, others 
managed to flee the country. Institutions and infrastructure were left in ruins. 

---------------------------------------------------~ 
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The Paris Accords of 1991 that led to the general election supervised by the United 
Nations paved the way for democratic reforms. IDRC's presence in Cambodia dates from 
early after the signing of the accords. By 1995, the Centre was active in several core areas, 
including rural development, health, social policy, natural resource management, and the 
environment. 

In a grisly twist, Cambodia's environment has actually benefited from the country's recent 
history. The low population and levels of industrialization mean that Cambodia is 
relatively free of some environmental problems, such as air pollution and soil erosion, 
that beset other Asian countries. Instead, its bountiful natural resources are relatively 
untouched and promise to generate economic growth. 

In order to maintain such growth, it is critical that these resources be developed sustain
ably; Cambodia must ensure that resource use is balanced with co:p.servation. A compre
hensive environmental policy would go a long way toward achieving this balance, but a 
paucity of trained scientists and limited managerial, organizational and technical skills in 
government departments, make the formulation of any such policy extremely difficult. 

IDRC is trying to overcome these obstacles by building up the expertise and knowledge of 
personnel at Cambodia's Ministry of Environment, itself only created in 1993. Work had 
to start essentially from scratch: items such as office furniture, computers, and telephones 
had to be obtained. English language training for ministry staff and the establishment of a 
simple information management system are priorities. 

Another key feature of the IDRC program is to establish an understanding of the policy
making process, namely the link between research and analysis and development of policy. 
A number of projects support this process. A case study on an area of mangrove forests on 
the Gulf of Thailand, for example, produced policy recommendations regarding the pro
duction of charcoal for export and the effects of shrimp farming. 

The challenge of ensuring the wise management of Cambodia's environment and natural 
resources is so huge that a collaborative effort is essential. To this end, IDRC has encour
aged links among government departments and the private sector. IDRC is also coordinat
ing its activities with other donors active in environmental management in Cambodia to 
avoid duplication of efforts and to focus interventions on key issues. 

CLEANING UP IN THE UKRAINE 

Canadian assistance guides an effort to rescue the Dnipro River 

Environmental problems are believed to cause an estimated 80% of diseases in the former 
Soviet Union. The situation is most acute in Ukraine where radiation from the Chernobyl 
disaster, heavy applications of pesticides and herbicides, excessive use of irrigation and 
industrial pollution put most of the country's population at risk. 

The Dnipro River, the main source of the country's drinking water is severely polluted -
nearly 20 billion cubic meters of untreated waste is dumped into the river each year. In 
1994, shortages in the supply of potable water sparked several riots. 

Canada, through the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA), has committed 
$5 million towards the rehabilitation of the river. IDRC is managing the grant. 
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The program is aimed at strengthening the capacity of Ukraine's five-year-old Ministry of 
Environmental Protection and Nuclear Safety to manage the Dnipro water system. For 
example, a project is helping the ministry study changes in water payment rates. There is 
currently no market pricing of water - water used for agriculture is free and the public 
is charged only a token amount. Metered water is being introduced in the City of 
Zaporizhzhia. In 1995, the City of Edmonton donated 1,000 water meters, worth about , 
$75,000, to this project. 

Control of water pollution is another focus of the program. In 1995, researchers completed 
a baseline water quality study of the river, the first of its kind in Ukraine. Teams are also 
conducting environmental audits of polluting industries. These assessments will help 
identify opportunities for the introduction of "green" technologies. 

A final highlight of the program's 1995 activities is the establishment of an environmental 
management information system. This will provide timely data for policy decisions and 
the design of future projects. 

CLOSING THE INFORMATION GAP 

From its inception, IDRC has recognized that information and communication are critical to the 

development process. Long before the arrival of desktop computers and cyberspace, iDRC 
had an information science program. This program has evolved to keep pace with 25 years of 
rapid change in the information environment and with the growing demands for information 

from a wide variety of people in the developing world - from local farmers to government 
policy-makers. 

Just as the information revolution is transforming society in the North, it will have a tremendous 
impact in the South. IDRC projects, like those that follow, help ensure that the impact is 
directed at the greater public good. 

GLOBAL CONNECTIONS 

An electronic forum promotes collaboration among development agencies 

Shrinking budgets for foreign assistance are forcing development organizations to find 
new ways to save time and money without sacrificing the quality of their work. Now, 
these organizations can make more effective use of their resources through Bellanet, an 
initiative that promotes collaboration through the use of computer-mediated communica
tion technologies. 

Bellanet is a pilot project to improve cooperation and communication in the international 
development community. It is a forum through which donors can share information, 
experiences and ideas about current and future programming. It encompasses electronic 
conferencing, e-mail, file sharing, computer bulletin boards, and other forms of exchange. 
On-line discussions for collaborative planning are being establishe~ around such issues as 
biodiversity, indigenous knowledge for sustainable development and networking capacity 
development in Africa. 
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Bellanet began operations in 1995. Its membership is drawn from government-funded 
donor agencies, private foundations and United Nations specialized agencies. Governed by 
an International Steering Committee, it is administered through a small secretariat housed 
at IDRC in Ottawa. An advisory group of representatives from the South will ensure that 
Bellanet activities remain relevant to the needs of people in the developing world. 

ONLINE BIODIVERSITY 

A new CD-ROM puts biodiversity at one's fingertips 

Seated in front of her computer screen, a high school student explores Thailand's marine 
environment. At another computer, a researcher is retrieving specialized information on 
biodiversity. Both are using the same software: a CD-ROM atlas called ELADA 21. 

ELADA 21 is the Electronic Atlas on biodiversity created as a follow-up to Agenda 21, the 
plan of action that emerged from the 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro (the United 
Nations Conference on Environment and Development). Agenda 21 is a reference docu
ment for those involved in policy development and implementation on sustainable devel
opment and environmental protection. It consists of 40 chapters. Many researchers and 
policymakers have been frustrated by the difficulty of extracting information from this 
mass of data. Through text, maps, tables, graphs, surveys and pictures, ELADA 21 will 
greatly simplify the process of using this information for anyone who has a personal 
computer. 

In addition to information and data on biodiversity from Agenda 21, ELADA 21 incorpo
rates country studies, documentation from other environmental institutions and inter
active scenarios that link biodiversity to socio-economic issues. ELADA 21 compiles an 
encyclopedia of information that would otherwise be inaccessible to the average person. 

The Canada Centre for Remote Sensing developed the atlas in collaboration with 
IDRC and several international partners. It is being distributed by IDRC Books 
(fax: 613-563-24 76 or internet: order@idrc.ca). 

BETTER IMAGES 

New Canadian radar technology will help developing countries from space 

In November 1995, a Delta II rocket blasted off in California. RADARSAT, an Earth 
observation satellite developed and built in Canada, was part of its payload. The satellite 
is a key part of IDRC's GlobeSAR project that is helping countries in the South develop 
expertise in radar remote sensing. 

RADARSAT is equipped with an advanced radar sensor (Synthetic Aperture Radar). 
Unlike conventional satellites, it is able to "see" through clouds, haze, smoke, and dark
ness. This makes it ideal for use in developing countries where tropical weather condi
tions make gathering data difficult. Orbiting 800 kilometres above the earth, RADARSAT 
will record a swath 500 kilometres wide. 

Through GlobeSAR, IDRC will help developing countries take advantage of the data gath
ered by the satellite's new radar technology. More specifically, data from RADARSAT will 
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be used for natural resource management, environmental monitoring, and planning. The 
10 countries participating in GlobeSAR will identify their own priorities for applying the 
data. Thailand, for example, will use satellite imaging to assess illegal deforestation in frag
ile environments. In Malaysia, radar data will help identify areas prone to coastal erosion. 
The other participating countries are: China, Jordan, Kenya, Morocco, Tanzania, Tunisia, 
Uganda and Vietnam. 

In October, 1995 Natural Resources Canada recognized IDRC for its contribution to the 
GlobeSar project. Centre staff were part of the GlobeSar team that received a Natural 
Resources Canada award of merit for its exceptional and distinguished contn1mtion to the 
effectiveness and efficiency of the public service. 

Canada is a world leader in radar imaging. Through GlobeSAR, Canadian scientists are 
bringing their expertise to benefit countnes throughout the developing world and sharing 
with them the wealth of information generated by sophisticated technology. 

The project is funded by IDRC, the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (of Natural 
Resources Canada), the Canadian Space Agency and Radarsat International Inc. 

OPENING MARKETS 

A recent news story reported that Canadian investment in Chile has jumped from $60 million 
to an astonishing $7.5 billion since the end of military rule in 1 990. There are currently 
50 Canada-Chile joint ventures in the country and Canada is in the midst of planning a trade 

deal that will ease Chile's entry into NAFTA. 

Chile is just one of several countries that have recently opened their doors to foreign invest
ment. In Chile's case, it was the transition to d~mocratic rule that stimulated the influx of capital. 

IDRC had a role in that transition. Through the years of the military dictatorship, the Centre 
funded Chilean researchers, many of whom, later became the leading economists and policy
makers of Chile's democratic government. I DRC is now helping other nations transform their 
economies, as two of the projects described below show. 

The example of Chile also highlights the wealth of opportunities for Canadian investors in the 
South. Two important IDRC initiatives launched in 1995 are helping Canadian businesses 

explore the potential of markets in the developing world. These initiatives demonstrate that 
business partnerships between North and South mean more than just profits, they can also 
contribute to positive social change. 

STUDY TOUR 

Economists from Eastern Europe travel to Latin America 
for lessons in economic recovery 

Three years ago, four leading economists from Eastern Europe boarded planes that took 
each to a different destination in Latin America. They were leaving countries undergoing 
tremendous political and social change. The scale of the transformation from centrally 
planned to open market economies was unprecedented. In Latin America, they would find 
countries that had gone through similar upheavals. 
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In the 1980s, many countries in Latin America underwent structural adjustment pro
grams in an attempt to liberalize their economies and stimulate growth. The successes and 
failures of these programs offer valuable lessons to Eastern European countries currently 
undergoing stabilization and adjustment programs of their own. 

The economists were part of an IDRC study that examined the economic recovery in Latin 
America for its relevance to Eastern Europe. They focused on several key areas: privatiza
tion in Chile, fiscal policy in Mexico, monetary policy in Argentina and trade policy in 
Brazil. The conclusions that they drew from their experiences are contained in a book 
published in 1996 - Lessons in Economic Policy for Eastern Europe from Latin America, 
edited by IDRC's Gary McMahon and co-published by IDRC and Macmillan Press Ltd. in 
the U.K. One of the book's most important conclusions is that for Eastern Europe to 
replicate Latin America's economic growth, governments must give priority to strengthen
ing institutional capabilities. 

FREE MARKET ACADEMICS 

Cuban professors learn about the market economy 
in a Canadian university course 

In 1993, its economy reeling from cutbacks in Soviet aid and the US trade embargo, Cuba 
took the first steps towards creating a more market-oriented economy. The problem was 
that few Cuban economists knew about mixed market economies - almost all had been 
educated in Eastern Europe or Cuba itself. Even Cuban President Fidel Castro had com
mented on the need for more economists who were knowledgeable about the market 
economy. 

Carleton University in Ottawa, supported by IDRC, is helping Cuban economists acquire 
that knowledge. It is offering a year-long Masters program in Economics at the University 
of Havana. The course is based on Carleton's curriculum, but adapted for conditions in 
the developing world. 

· About half the instructors are Canadian; the rest come from Latin America. By the end of 
- 1995, 15 students had completed the degree; 17 are currently enrolled in the program. 

MAKING BUSINESS CONNECTIONS 

Biotechnology yields new business opportunities 

A Canadian manufacturer of a biofertilizer is looking to market its product overseas. A 
research company in Argentina that has developed aninial vaccines needs expertise to help 
in the patenting process. 

These two businesses can benefit from the services of CamBioTec --:- an international 
network that promotes Canada-Latin America collaboration in the application of 
biotechnology. 

IDRC launched CamBioTec (the Canada-Latin America Initiative on Biotechnology, 
Environment and Sustainable Development) in January, 1995, with a grant of $1 million. 
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It helps entrepreneurs and researchers in the agri-food and environmental management 
sectors to identify potential partners, promising technologies and funding sources. 

CamBioTec builds on a history of collaboration between Canada and Latin America. 
Canada's biotech industry is world renowned, particularly for its applications to 
agriculture. Many of Latin America's leading biotechnology researchers were trained at 
institutions in Canada and therefore look to Canadians as natural business and research 
partners. 

CamBioTec is active in four Latin American countries: Argentina, Colombia, Cuba and 
Mexico. Together, these countries have an active biotechnology sector and, as their mar
kets open up to more foreign investment, they offer a range of opportunities for Canadian 
firms and institutions. 

The network is organized around "focal point" institutions in participating countries. In 
Latin America, these focal points provide "one-stop shopping" for Canadian businesses. 
They broker connections with laboratories, firms, and research organizations and serve as 
guides to local market and technical information. They are also responsible for implement
ing CamBioTec·activities at the national level. 

The Canadian focal point is based at the Canadian Institute of Biotechnology in Ottawa, 
which helps companies and organizations here explore the potential of Latin America's 
biotechnology market. 

CamBioTec is more, however, than just a business venture. It is based on the premise that 
biotechnology can contn"bute significantly to more sustainable agricultural practices and to 
better management of the environment. To that end, CamBioTec aims to strengthen public 
policies in the field of biotechnology, to assess the impact of biotechnology applications 
and to promote improved management of technology in biotechnology-based enterprises. 

BUILDING FOOD LINKS 

IDRC markets its expertise in international food 
and agriculture to Canadian businesses 

A Canadian agri-food company teamed up with Vietnamese researchers to develop a 
vitamin-C rich juice made from cashew apples - formerly a waste byproduct of Vietnam's 
cashew nut harvest. Goldfinger, a disease-resistant banana, may soon replace the standard 
banana currently for sale in Canadian grocery stores. 

These are just two examples of the 1,400 food-related projects supported by IDRC over 
the last 25 years. The Centre is applying this experience toward a new business venture 
launched in 1995 called FoodLinks. FoodLinks will help agri-food companies in Canada to 
create commercial partnerships with businesses overseas and to improve access to new 
products and markets. 

For a nominal fee, Canadian companies will be able to tap into a database featuring a wide 
variety of fruits, vegetables, roots, tubers and marine products grown and processed in the 
South. The Centre will help to establish business links with Southern producers. Through 
IDRC's field offices, FoodLinks offers administrative and technical support and will even 
monitor local production practices to ensure that they meet high environmental and 
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ethical standards. Canadian companies will also benefit from the Centre's extensive net
work of contacts in the food arid agricultural sector, ranging from farmers and researchers 
to governments and international agencies. 

With the current emphasis on the global marketplace, Canadian businesses need to be 
internationally competitive. Moreover, they must also keep up with the changing tastes 
of Canadian consumers who are demanding more "exotic" foods, such as plantains and 
mangoes, and eco-friendly products. 

IDRC want to work closely with private enterprises. The Centre believes that business 
has a role to play in building a sustainable and equitable world. FoodLinks puts this 
conviction into practice by linking Canadian and developing world agri-food interests in 
partnerships that are environmentally sound and socially responsible. 

PROTECTING THE EARTH 

IDRC's commitment to building a sustainable and equitable world means environmental con

cerns are at the heart of the Centre's research initiatives. The projects described below proyide 
specific examples of how environmental research cuts across several disciplines - politics, 
economics and health. These examples are drawn from the developing world and Canada to 

emphasize that protecting the environment must be a priority for both North and South. 

LIVING LABORATORY 

An Amazonian rainforest will provide lessons in how to 
manage forestry resources while conserving biodiversity 

The government of Guyana has provided 360,000 hectares of virgin forest to be used as a 
"living laboratory" for research on the management of Amazonian rainforests. In 1995, 
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) gave IDRC almost half a million 
dollars to help establish the project, known as the Iwokrama International Rainforest 
Programme. 

Iwokrama means "place of refuge" in a Guyanese indigenous language. Representing 
about 2% of the country's tropical rainforest, it has barely been touched by human hands. 
Its pristine state makes it an ideal site to demonstrate how tropical rainforests can main
tain existing levels of biological diversity while still generating economic benefits. 

Part of the site will be designated as a wilderness preserve for research into biodiversity 
and the rainforest ecosystem. The remaining area will be used to demonstrate how the 
forest's economic potential can be tapped in a sustainable manner. Research will explore 
techniques and methods for the sustainable management of rainforest resources, including 
timber, medicinal plants and ecotourism. All work on the project will be carried out in 
close cooperation with the Amerindian communities in the area. 

In light of the rapid rate of tropical deforestation, the Iwokrama International Rainforest 
Programme will have a global impact. There is an urgent need to understand how to 
manage the rich biological and cultural diversity in tropical rainforests in a manner that 
meets the needs of present and future generations. 
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IDRC is one of several donor agencies and organizations involved in this initiative. Others 
include the Commonwealth Secretariat, the UNDP and the World Bank. 

A GREEN MISSION 

A group of South African and international experts 
charts an environmental policy for South Africa 

The South African constitution enshrines people's right to a clean and healthy environ
ment. An international mission is helping to ensure that this constitutional right is upheld 
by policy. 

The International Mission on Environmental Policy, supported by IDRC, presented its 
final report in 1995 to President Nelson Mandela. Members of the mission - drawn from 
South Africa and six other countries - participated in fact-finding tours throughout the 
country. Listening to experts and ordinary people, they gathered information on the 
threats posed by the country's environmental problems: declining soil fertility, contami
nated surface water, disappearing fisheries and widespread air pollution. 

The mission recognized that many of these problems were caused or exacerbated by 
apartheid. But the mission also warned of the potential environmental costs associated 
with economic renewal and reconstruction. Its recommendations are far-reaching, under
scoring the fact that environmental concerns touch almost every sector of society. Its over
riding message, however, is that South Africa's future economic prosperity depends on 
the integration of environmental considerations into mainstream thinking and planning. 

Using the Mission report as a basis for discussion, South Africa's Minister of 
Environment Affairs and Tourism asked IDRC to help manage a national environment 
policy-making process. Many of the Mission members are now part of teams that have 
drafted a Green Paper as a first step in the process. The final result will be a White Paper 
that will serve as South Africa's blueprint for sustainable development. 

The report on the environment is the last in a series of four mission reports on South 
Africa produced between 1991 and 1995. The missions were organized by IDRC in part
nership with the democratic alliance, including the African National Congress, to help 
South Africa's transition to democracy. In addition to environmental policy, the missions 
helped develop policies on economics, urban issues, and science and technology. 

FORESTS OF THE FUTURE 

An international secretariat wants to help change 
how forestry is practised around the world 

Forests are disappearing, victims of commercial demands and the need for agricultural 
land. A new approach to forest management is needed to avoid profound environmental, 
economic, and social consequences. 

The International Model Forest Network (IMFN), a Canadian initiative, promotes the 
creation of local partnerships to design and implement forestry practices based on the 
balanced use of resources. It seeks to reconcile the often competing interests in forest 
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management - interests that include such things as timber harvesting, wildlife conser
vation, recreation and watershed protection. 

In the early 1990s, Canada established a domestic model forest program with ten sites. 
These range from 400,000 hectares in Long Beach on Vancouver Island in British 
Columbia to 707,000 hectares in western Newfoundland. The sites are run by non-profit 
groups that bring together representatives from industry, the environmental movement, 
indigenous groups and local communities. Together, they develop and manage projects 
that contribute to sustainable forest use. 

At the June 1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro, Canada expanded its program into a 
global network. It announced that it would provide $10 million to help develop model 
forests in three other countries. Today, there are 18 model forest sites in five countries -
Canada, Mexico, Russia, Malaysia and the United States. Each site has its own approach 
to sustainable management techniques and is involved in a diverse range of activities. For 
example, the plan for the Gassinski Model Forest in eastern Russia provides for important 
economic activities such as pine nut production and wood processing businesses, the pro
tection of such species as the Siberian tiger, and the preservation of traditional land uses 
of the native people, the Nanai. Education, research projects and. development activities 
are central to all the Model Forests. 

A secretariat coordinates and oversees communication among the model forest sites. 
Originally based at Natural Resources Canada, the secretariat was transferred last year to 
IDRC in recognition of the Centre's international experience in sustainable natural 
resource management. IDRC will encourage other countries to join the network with the 
goal of having every major forested ecological region in the world represented. Eventually, 
the IMFN will become a self-sustaining institution supported by network members. 

THE PEOPLE'S PHARMACY 

Researchers fight to conserve the rich diversity of medicinal plants 

From her stall in the local market in Belize City, Aunt Teresa diagnoses customers' 
ailments and treats them with preparations made from vines, barks, tubers and roots. 
Now in her 80s, she has devoted her life to using medicinal plants to cure peoples' ills. 

Medicinal plants play a primary role in health care in many parts of the developing world 
and are used to treat everything from toothaches to tendonitis. The remedies are popular 
because they are cheap, easily accessible and culturally familiar. 

At the same time, traditional knowledge of the use of medicinal plants is declining. This 
loss threatens the plants themselves - people will only protect the natural resources that 
they consider important. Large numbers of medicinal plants could disappear unless there 
is a concerted effort to promote their use in health care and safeguard their diversity. 

A network for scientific research and popular use of medicinal plants is spearheading this 
effort in the Canobean and Central America. Known by its Spanish acronym TRAMIL 
(Applied Research and Dissemination on the Use of Medicinal Plants in the Caribbean), 
the network brings together traditional knowledge and modern science by working with 
traditional communities to document popular home remedies and investigate their safe 
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and effective use. It began in 1984 in Haiti and the Dominican Republic and now encom
passes 24 countries and territories. 

In 1995, IDRC continued assisting TRAMIL's efforts by supporting the extension of the 
network to six countries in Central America. The TRAMIL program revolves around the 
identification of medicinal plants by interviewing people in local communities. 
Researchers collect the plants, which are then subjected to rigorous scientific analysis to 
validate their healing properties. 

Regular workshops of TRAMIL scientists are held to evaluate significant plants based on 
the results of field and laboratory research. In 1995, members of TRAMIL's Central 
American network held a workshop in San Andres, Colombia and evaluated 80 plants 
from 16 countries and territories. 

Once plants have been identified as effective and safe, the network members publicise the 
plants' medicinal uses and share their results with other groups, particularly families and 
health professionals in remote areas. Information is given on the best time to collect plants 
and on standard procedures for preparing plant-based remedies. In Honduras, a dissemina
tion workshop held in 1995 attracted local healers and representatives from schools, moth
ers groups and community health clinics. Several of the workshop participants developed 
plans to cultivate medicinal plants. 

Also in Honduras, TRAMIL co-hosted a joint meeting in 1995 between traditional healers 
and physicians - said to be the first official dialogue between these two groups ever held 
in the country. The gathering also included policymakers. This meeting reflects TRAMIL's 
efforts to get decision-makers and conventional health professionals to recognize the valid
ity of medicinal plants and to support their conservation. 

BUILDING ON SUCCESS 

One measure of a successful project is whether its achievements can be reproduced else

where. The following examples show how the benefits of research can multiply when more 

widely applied. 

TRANSPLANTING BANANAS 

New varieties may help to save banana and plantain crops in Africa 

Bananas and plantain are two of the most important sources of food in Africa. Disease, 
however, poses a major threat to these crops. In Ghana, Black Sigatoka leaf spot disease 
has caused plantain production to drop by one million tonnes between 1984 and 1990. 
In Uganda, where the average person eats 200 kilograms of bananas a year, the volume 
of bananas that can be harvested from each hectare of land has declined from 9 to 
4.5 tonnes. 

Chemical control of pests and diseases is beyond the means of most farmers in these coun
tries. Their livelihoods and food supplies are increasingly at risk. The introduction of new 
varieties of bananas and plantains, however, may come to their rescue. 
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After more than 30 years, much of it supported by IDRC, researchers at the Fundacion 
Hondurena de Investigacion Agricola (FHIA) in Honduras have developed several disease
resistant, high-yielding hybrids of bananas and plantains. In 1995, Ghana and Uganda 
were selected as testing sites for four of these varieties to assess how they adapt to African 
growing conditions. 

The most notable of these varieties is Goldfinger. Developed at FHIA with IDRC support, 
it resists many banana diseases and grows well in poor soils and cooler temperatures. It is 
also a versatile food staple. When green, it can be boiled and eaten like a vegetable. When 
ripe, it has a pleasant, apple-like flavour. It's ideal for fruit salads, juices, and purees such 
as baby foods because it doesn't turn brown when cut. 

A large multinational banana producer is establishing a SO-hectare plantation in Honduras 
to experiment growing the new banana varieties, including Goldfinger. It is the first time 
that a major producer has made such a commitment to testing organic bananas. 

If Goldfinger and the other introduced varieties thrive in Africa, farmers should be able to 
boost production by at least 30% and enjoy a better quality of fruit. Incomes would climb 
by an estimated 50% through the sale of bananas and plantains to local markets. Most 
importantly, a nutritious food source would be restored. 

TAPPING CLOUDS 

Giant nets convert fog into drinking water 

The village of Chungungo lies in the shadow of the coastal mountains in northern Chile 
- one of the driest regions in the world. Water for its 350 residents came from a town 
50 kilometres away, transported once or twice a week in an old tanker truck. 

Canadian and Chilean scientists solved the village's water shortages by developing a 
system of large nets to collect moisture from the mountain fog above Chungungo. It's a 
variation on an ancient technology. 

The fog-water collectors resemble oversize volleyball nets. Made of locally available 
polypropylene mesh, each net is stretched between two posts and hangs two metres off the 
ground. As clouds pass through the nets, beads of water form on the mesh. The water 
runs down the nets into gutters that drain into a 100,000-litre reservoir. A pipeline carries 
the water down the mountain and into the village taps. About 11,000 litres of water flows 
into Chungungo a day - more than twice the amount it used to get from the truck deliv
eries at a quarter of the cost. 

This success is now being replicated in the village of Collanac in Peru. The fog catchers 
there are part of a larger IDRC project to restore vegetation in the area using a unique irri
gation system. Water harvested from the clouds is being distributed to plants through clay 
pots. The pots' porous walls allow just enough water to seep through to meet the needs of 
each plant. 

This simple technology saves enormous quantities of water, critical in a region where just 
1 to 2 centimetres of rain falls each year. In turn, improved cultivation techniques help 
people to grow more crops - both to eat and to sell. 
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The fog-catcher is being tested for use in Ecuador and Namibia. A potential site is also 
being considered in the Cape Verde Islands off the coast of Africa. Interest is growing and 
other agencies are now exploring the use of fog catchers in coastal regions of the world. 

NET SAVE 

Bednets dipped in insecticide could save millions of children 

Each day, malaria kills about 2,800 children in Africa. Researchers have found a way to 
prevent perhaps one-third of these deaths through the use of mosquito nets treated with 
insecticide. 

IDRC is part of an international consortium that funded research in Africa on the efficacy 
of these bednets in battling malaria. Studies completed in 1995, in Kenya and Ghana, 
involving almost 200,000 people showed that sleeping under the nets could save the lives 
of as many as half a million children every year. 

Malaria is one of the leading causes of sickness and death in the developing world. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that there are 300 to 500 million clinical 
cases of malaria each year, resulting in 1.5 to 2. 7 million deaths. It is responsible for as 
many as half the deaths of African children under the age of five. And the situation is get
ting worse. The parasite is becoming increasingly resistant to drugs and environmental 
changes are putting more people at risk of contracting the disease. 

The polyester bednets offer protection during the night, when the mosquitoes that trans
mit the malaria parasite are out in full force. The nets are impregnated with an insecticide 
called permethrin, which is commonly used in medicated lice shampoo. 

Malaria is so pervasive in tropical settings that its eradication is considered impossible. 
Emphasis has shifted to controlling the disease's spread. In much of sub-Saharan Africa, 
bednets may eventually prove to be the single most effective way to prevent malaria 
transmission. 

Since 1976, IDRC has contributed almost $11 million to 50 projects dealing with malaria. 
Currently, it is funding 20 malaria projects, including five that are studying insecticide
impregnated nets in Africa. 

INSURANCE POLICY FOR FISH 

The world's first gene bank for fish expands 

Each season, up to 20,000 Steelhead salmon used to thrash their way up the Thompson 
River in British Columbia to their spawning grounds. In 1996, chronic overfishing had so 
decimated the population that fewer than 4,000 made it. 

The crisis in the West Coast salmon fishery mirrors trends in other parts of the world. 
Fish stocks are declining or disappearing altogether, victims of overfishing, habitat loss 
and pollution. This is especially worrisome for people who rely on fish for food. It also 
narrows the genetic base used in fish breeding, leading to lower production, susceptibility 
to diseases and poor survival in the wild. 
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Now, thanks to the International Fisheries Gene Bank (IFGB) in Vancouver and its 
expanding network of regional gene banks, endangered fish stand a fighting chance of 
survival. 

The genetic conservation of aquatic species is a much neglected field. Although gene 
banks for plant species have existed for decades, the IFGB is only four years old. It was 
created following the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro in June, 1992 to promote and coor
dinate the conservation of aquatic biodiversity through a network of regional gene banks 
of frozen fish sperm. It is a program of the World Fisheries Trust, a British Columbia
based society dedicated to the preservation and conservation of the world's wild fish 
stocks. IDRC has supported the IFGB and its training programs in fish sperm collection 
and freezing techniques since its inception. 

Armed with portable freezing and storage containers the size of a small suitcase, workers 
can go to remote locations to fast-freeze the fish sperm on site. The sperm is then trans
ported back to a permanent gene bank where it can be saved for re-stocking at any time in 
the future. 

The technology and collection techniques are being used in both Canada and the develop
ing world. With IDRC support, the IFGB trained members of the Shuswap Nation of 
British Columbia to collect sperm from the salmon of the Fraser and Thompson rivers. 
Last fall, the Carrier-Sekani Nation of Central B.C. began to use gene banking to help 
protect salmon of the Endako River. 

In 1995, a regional gene bank was established in Venezuela with partial funding from the 
Venezuelan government. Plans are underway for banks in three sites in Brazil. These will 
be partially financed by electric companies to try to counter the effects on the fish popula
tion of the construction of hydroelectric dams on the Parana and Uruguay rivers. The 
IFGB has also attracted private sector funding in Canada from B.C. forestry and mining 
companies. 

BUTTING OUT 

An international initiative follows Canada's lead 
in battling the effects of smoking 

An amateur wrestler in The Gambia, a small country in West Africa, urgently puffed 
on a cigarette just before his championship match. When asked why, he answered that 
"cigarettes make me strong." 

Misconceptions about smoking are widespread in the developing world, where tobacco use 
has been climbing at an average rate of 3% a year. In China alone, it is increasing at a rate 
of 11 % a year. It is estimated that half the men and almost 10% of women smoke in devel
oping countries. These growing statistics are alarming. The World Health Organization 
(WHO) estimates that by the year 2020, seven million people will die in the South each 
year due to tobacco-related illnesses. Smoking is expected to·cause more premature deaths 
than AIDS, tuberculosis and complications of childbirth combined. 

The problems associated with tobacco production and consumption extend beyond health 
to social and economic development. Many countries rely on tobacco as a source of rev
enue, employment and foreign exchange. But a World Bank study determined that tobacco 
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represents an annual economic loss of $70 billion US to the South because.of premature 
deaths, lost work time and medical care. Tobacco also takes over highly productive land 
that could be used for growing food. 

The International Tobacco Initiative (ITI) was created in 19~4 to support the develop
ment of public policies aimed at reducing the threat posed by tobacco in the South. Its 
headquarters are at IDRC. It also receives funding from IDRC and from Health Canada. 
!Tl's aim is to raise awareness of the need for further research in developing countries on 
the causes and consequences of tobacco use, to encourage a global commitment to deal 
with tobacco's harmful effects, to support research toward the transition away from grow
ing tobacco to crop alternatives and to raise more funding for these efforts. 

Some of the activities supported by ITI last year included an analysis of the impact of 
large tax increases in South Africa on smoking, a study of why more people in Turkey are 
switching to foreign brands of cigarettes, and the preparation of a brief on women and 
tobacco in the South for the Canadian government's submission to the Fourth World 
Conference on Women held in Beijing. 

Canadian involvement in ITI reflects Canada's leadership in tobacco control. In the last 
decade, tobacco consumption declined in Canada at a faster rate than in any other country 
in the world. This is due to public policy and powerful lobby groups pressing for tobacco 
control. Through its support of ITI, Canada is applying its expertise on a global scale. 
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